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Outsmart Balky Computer For
Bullseye Landing On Surface

Three students from the choral
By AL ROSSITER JR.
department of Murray High
UPI Space Writer
School have been selected
through auditions to participate SPACE CENTER, Houston
in this year's Kentucky All-State (UPI)—Alan B. Shepard and
Chorus to be held in Louisville on Edgar D. Mitchell outsmarted a
balky computer for a bullseye
February 11, 12, and 13.
landing today and then bounded
The students representing across the dusty moon, unfurlMurray High will be Jennifer ing Old Glory on the first color
Taylor, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. telecast back to earth.
Tommy D. Taylor, Wanda Mc- "It's been a long way, but
Nabb, daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Scott McNabb, and Pat Jacks,
son of Dr. and Mrs. L P. Jacks.
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Lions Select
Delegates To
Convention

Breckinridge Says Crime
Problems Need Attention

on
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and San

world, he said, he is an
astronaut watcher today.
"I wish the entire Apollo
Mrs. Sally Ann Jones of Hazel
team well ... Godspeed," Nixon
Mrs. Byron Forbus calls to say died Thursday at three p.m. at a
said, and invited the astronauts
her son planted some apple seeds hospital in Boca Raton, Fla.,
and their families to the White
and dern if the seeds didn't sprout after suffering injuries in an
House for dinner upon their
and now they have an apple tree automobile accident there on
Mitchell jumped to the rough, return and to,Camp David for a
her
told
about an inch tall. We
Monday, February 1.
crater-pocked surface of Fra weekend.
this was probably the only apple
Reports are that the one car
Mauro Valley five minutes Shepard, the old pro of U.S.
tree growing inside the house in accident occurred on Highway
later. "It's great to be coming astronauts—grounded for six
this area.
No. 1. No other Members of the
down," he said.
years by ear trouble—walked
family were involved in the acGroti3c1 controllers radioed to with a slow, cautious gait at
cident. Further details of the
the moonwalkers the congratu- first.
collision were not available.
lations of President Nixon, Like But soon Shepard and MitchCHORAL STUDENTS of Murray High School selected to
These three students will join
Mrs. Jones was 34 years of age.
All-State Chorus at Louisville other outstanding high school
millions of people at-over the ell were hopping over the
Survivors are her husband, participate in the Kentucky
surface "like kangaroos on
right, Pat Jacks, Jennifer Taylor, and choral students throughout the Murray Superintendent of
to
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11-13
February
Charles Hill Jones, and one son,
Schultz, announced
Fred
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conducted in Murray beginning
secrets of the moon's creation.
Kentucky Music Educators
Murray; grandmother, Mrs.
11, at 6:30
February
Thursday,
They were deploying a 825
Association as special guests.
Two traffic collisions were Rebel Gibson of Hazel.
p.m.
million, atomic-powered scientiinvestigated by the Murray The body is being returned to
The chorus will perform Faure's
Classes will meet on Monday
fic observatory on the gentle
Police Department on Thursday, Hazel by the Larry Chapman
-Requiem," and the public is
nights from 6:30 to
Thursday
slope near the Antares after
and
cordially invited to attend this
but no injuries were listed on the Flying Service of Metropolis,
at Austin
planting the Stars and Stripes.
a 9 p.m. for three weeks
concert,
outstanding
reports filed by the officers.
but the time of the arrival has not
Elementary School in Murray. Delegates to the Lions In- They had to move the flag
on
said.
accident
an
in
spokesman
Involved
been determined as yet. The
Persons interested in new tax ternational Convention in Las several times so it would show
The nation's crime problems Murray Rotary Club. Thursday.
Industrial Road at 5:08 pm.were Miller Funeral Home of Hazel
farm income, small Vegas were chosen by the better- on the vivid color
laws,
and
Organized
syndicated
a 1960 Oldsmobile two door will be in charge of the merit more attention than the
and individual returns Murray Lions Club at its Tuesday telecast.
business
courts and law enforcement crime is costing Americans more
hardtop driven by Samuel E. arrangements.
welcome in this class, night meeting. The Lions In- Shepard, 47, and Mitchell, 40,
be
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billion
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the
agencies are giving them,
Willet of Murray Route Three, a
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Schultz said.
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the first week in astronauts to reach the moon,
for
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entire
the
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The
John Breckinridge told the merits "as much attention as the The Murray *Fire Department
Ford pickup, both owned by Will
bounded around taking each
will be $5.00 which includes all July.
Supreme Court is giving the
Ed Stokes of 1612 Keeneland
answered a two alarm fire to the materials. An income tax Named as delegates of the other's pictures during the flagrights
and
individual
liberties
Drive, Murray.
Everett Nanney home at 411 specialist from Paducah will Murray club were Finis Griffith raising ceremony.
which it is constantly enunciating
%lice said both of the pickup
South 8th Street on Thursday a instruct this class. To enroll,
and Fred Schultz. (.1ternates The third member of the
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trucks parked on the front
12:10 p.m.
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of
parking lot of Stokes Tractor &
Fireman said the fire was fro office (753-4363) as soon as Hatcher, Clifford E,sfbanlics, John Roosa, 37, orbited the moon
Rights."
Implement Company. Willet, Rev. Loyd D. Wilson, pastor of
a cigarette left on the couch, a
Dale, Bailey Hendricks, Vernon alone in the command ship
possible.
Breckinridge, a candidate for
going south on Industrial Road, the Grace Baptist Church, will be
they used water to extinguish the
Anderson, and Ken Winters.
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Damage to the Oldsmobile was
incoming President Joe Pat lander.
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• Route One.
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Murray-('alloway writers request their names be Kentucky Sunday through Murray Lions will be their a snual
retired insurance executive
The eccurate landing--payoff
Police said Mrs. Key, going
Valentine party and ladies light of the trouble-plagued $400
termed it "regrettable" that the County Shrine Club members withheld. The editor feels that if Tuesday:
to
came
16th,
west on Poplar,
east Sunday with on Tuesday. February 9th million mission—was made with
largest newspaper in West have been named to Rizpah there is a good reason for Cloudy
flurries beginning at 6:30 at the Murray a makeshift computer control
failed to see the Jolly car going
Kentucky would attempt to th- Temple committees.
this will be chance of a few snow
name,
the
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north on South 16th Street, and
The club is made up of Shriners done, however under ordinary otherwise partly cloudy Sunday Woman's Club House.
the
to
wart the project.
radioed
procedure
started to make a right turn onto
"But the spokesman of the from Calloway, Marshall and circumstances names will be through Tuesday and continued The February board meeting astronauts at the last moment.
16th when the collision occurred.
the teens and lower will be hosted by Lion Paul bshepard and Mitchell discovmajor news media in this area Fulton counties.
printed. The editor feels that cold. Lows in
Damage to the Jolly car was on
Following are the members there is little point in expounding 20s. Highs mainly in the 3(h.
Maggard.
takes it upon himself to whine
the front bumper and right front
(Continued on Page Twelve)
and cry like a baby rather than to and the committee-to which they on a subject of general interest if
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Wallace Ford; Liason ()Meer, ficiently in what he -says to have
Guthrie Churchill, Past Grant his name printed. Any legitimate
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High
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Committee, Norman A Klapp,_ibannrecl, .otberwise they will be
Brace Wilson ind
printed, or the letters omriutted.
Care of Crippled Children, John Policy in the past has been that
Advertising names need not necessarily be
L.
Williams;
Committee, William E. Moffett, printed, however it is felt that the
Oriental Gude and Jack Permit. policy was abused in the recent
Don discussions on dancing at
Public
Relations,
Twenty-two indictments were the City of Murray and the vs. Linda Joyce Graves, cutting
returned by the Calloway County County of Calloway attempt to in sudden affray KRS 435.180, Robinaon; Greeter, Jack Persall; Calloway County High.
Sickness and Distress William E.
...Grand Jury in the report Aide to assign one officer to full-time occurred on January 27, 1971.
Visitation,
Thursday
on
Court
the Circuit
duty as a City-County Detective. Commonwealth of Kentucky Moffett; Hospital
morning. The Grand Jury in its The action by the jury regar- vs. Stanley Dick, Arson, KRS James C. Williams, chairman;
report also recommended that ding the appointment of a city- 433.010, occurred on January 9, Rizpah Paper Sale, William E.
Potentate's AmMoffett;
county detective was made due to 1971.
Dunn, Mrs. Lucille Ross, School
the large number of "break-ins" Commonwealth of Kentucky bassadors, Woodrow
Norman Nurse with the Calloway County
that have occurred in Murray vs. Kenneth Downey, Assault and Bruce Wilson, and
Board of Education, will be the
and Calloway County in recent Battery; KRS 431.075, occurred Klapp.
William E. Moffett was speaker at the meeting of the
months. The members of the jury on October 18, 1970.
recently elected as oriental Almo Parent-Teacher
consulted with Circuit Judge
Commonwealth of Kentucky
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APOLLO 14 SPLASHDOWN AND RECOVERY, STEP BY STEP
•
February event
we're here," said Shepard,
America's first man in space a
decade ago, as he stepped off a
ladder from the Apollo 14
landing craft and became the
fifth man on the the moon.

•

The weather

Local Shriners Are
Named To Positions
In Rizpah Temple
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Deficit Spending—
New Departure For GOP
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position.
2. Find a situation where things turned out bad and uvithis as
an illustration no matter if the bad things do not apply to TU.' case.
In fact, it's better if the bad things do not apply, because this will
greatly enhance the confusion.,
3. Make sure you have two or three on your side. Choose the
situation where your opponent has no one to help him. Have your
friends agree with everything you say and disagree with
everything he says. Your opponent will still know he is right, but
he will give up under the weight of poplar opinion.
4. By all means do not use facts. Facts may just cloud the issue
and interfere with your thought processes. Facts mioht
iiisunderstiroci and make your opponent feel he is right. Besides,,
it takes more skill on your part, and you can feel a sence of personal accomplishment if you succeed without cumbersome facts.
5. Never tell a complete lie. That's too simple. If you can bend
:he truth is a convincing manner, you will know you have won,

wit s
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Center, Great

Mrs. Bert Hutchens, age 70, died February
3 at her home near
Cherry Corner
Mrs. W. P. Roberts attended the Mid-South
Gift

the King Cotton Hotel. Memphis, Tenn

Show held at

Isn't It The Truth!,
4,

By Carl RIblet Jr.
When a man and woman stand before the altar and exchange
t'ws that join them in sedlock„the .chances are more a thousand
I" one that it was he who paid for Me'Marriage license: which is to
note that when he grabbed the cheek, so to speak, he set a pattern
of disbursement that would be Irreversible all the rest of his days.
"Once you put your foot in the water
and keep it there. it stays wet."
—Maxims for Bachelor

But at the trial, the motorist

said:
wasn't looking. hut neither
was he. If I was negligent, he
was too."
However, the court found no
neglrgence on George's part and
granted his claim The judge
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communities to work on
two days of the week.
Industrial managers also ar
very concerned about the a
UDALL TRIAL SET—Trial is
parent lack of interest on th part set for Jan. 28 in Fairfax
of many young people in skilled County, Va., for Stewart
factory jobs. One official pointed Udall (above), former Inout to me that new employees in terior secretary. Udall, 50.
their late teens and early was arrested in a suburban
twenties prefer a truck-driving drugstore and charged with
job at his plant ait $2.25 an how "concealment of merchanrather than an aidprenticeship ir dise." He is in private law
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CINECOM THEATRES
DAILY FILM GUIDE
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CHILDREN 7k
7534333 Murray. Ky.
Shown Evenings at 7:15 & 9:15

Barbra Streisand
George Segal
The Owl and the

Stilt, even a pedestrian may
.sometimes be found guilty of
negligence. A woman shopper,
walking home, fell down hard
when her heel caught in a
large
crack in the sidewalk. Claiming
compensation from the city,
she
charged that the sidewalk
had
been left in an unsafe
condition.
Rut she also admitted that
she
had seen the crack in time
to
step over it. To the court,
this
meant that she had simply
misjudged the length of her
step.
Dismissing 'ithe case, the
judge
said she had no one to
blame hut
herself
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Hodgson (top) and
D
James F. Oates, committee
chairman, announce in
Washington that seven cabinet. members have been
chnsen' tikshead a 100-member ;'.Jobs for Veterans
Committee." Other cabinet

„

Stans, Commerce; Lair d, Defense,
MerribS1
:
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Romney, HUD; Ric,/iardson,
HEW; Volpe, Thnsportation, and Blount, postmas-
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-It is the common exlicricnce
of tired humanity to become im.1ncricil jn thought and oblivious
to one's surroundings, when
tra‘velling in a place of known
safety Therein lies no want of
ordinary care."
Not every court would be so
tolerant of a pedestrian's daydreaming. But it is true that the
by and large, look
kindly un the pedestrian. It does
not expect the smile level of alert--
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Deaths reported are Jerry Lee Latimer, age 21, D. F.
(Uncle Dave) West, age 92, and Thomas Perry Hurnphreyl.
Miss Martha Pierce, senior, Murray High School, won the
- Tsud5i,,g atrstitiotodectty -storig --now kens himarit derriands frohs
."Good Citizenship" award given by the Captain Wendell Oury of
the motorist.
-*the sidewalk, George failed to
the Daughters of the American Revolution. Entrants from the
Nor are motorists the only
notice a car backing down a
other schools were Miss Shirley Crutcher, Murray College High.
ones who must keep a lookout
driveway Result: he stepped in
for the pedestrian's safety.
and Miss Judy Whitlow, Calloway County High.
the path of the car and was inFor
example:
jured. In short order he sued the
Winners at the Purchase District Dark Tobacco Show were
A
baseball
motorist
for damages, blaming
team was held liMichael Palmer, Calloway County High, FFA Division, and
him, for driving across a side- able when a home run cleared a
James Henry Armstrong, Lynn Grove, 441 Division.
low fence and struck a passing
walk without looking.
R. B. Patterson. Wayne Williams, Wilson Gantt, and Wade
pedestrian on the head. And the
Roberts of Calloway County attended the Western Kentucky
owner of a building %A WI held
Forest Fire Prevention Conference held at Kentucky Dam Village
liable when a 100Se brick
fell
out of the.parapet and landed on
Stale Park.
_., •
a passerby.
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team's
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Southern States Industrial Council

to lifetime employment at to
In 1631 British clergyman
blue-collar wages.
Roger Williams arrived in
As a result of these develop Salem, Mass., seeking religious
ments in U.S. factories, the cost freedom. He founded the colony
of American-made goods is rising of Rhode Island.
rapidly.
Many
types
oi
In 1904 Russia and Japan
machinery are being priced out broke diplomatic relations in a
of the domestic market. A few dispute over Korea and Manchyears
ago,
a
Japanese uria.
automobile was a rarity in the
In 1945 the U.S. Army broke
United States. Today, the through Nazi Germany's SiegJapanese are edging out the fried Line.
German automakers. The full
In 1969 the Federal Communipreparation of the booklet.
The problem isn't peculiar to extent of foreign competition cations Commission made a
banning
'The "Retirement Guide" Milwaukee or Wisconsin. A isn't easily discernible. For in. start toward
the
many
supposedly advertising of cigarets on radio
emphasizes the necessity of a gradual slowdown of workers in stance,
road-building and television. The ban went
carefully
balanced
and plants and factories can be American-made
nutritionally sound diet and of- discerned in all parts of the machines consist of heavy into effect Jan. 2, 1071.
A thought for today: Amerifers diagrams of exercises nation.' Those who are close forgings imported from Japan.
specifically developed for older observers of the industrial scene Many U.S. farmers use tractors can historian Henry Brooks
citizens. The 38-page booklet also are aware that Americans aren't produced in Scotland.
Adams said, "He too serves a
The flood of foreign imports certain purpose who only stands
gives tps on dental, ear and eye working as hard as they did in
will increase as labor unions and cheers."
care and suggests that "the years past.
wisest time to be concerned about
One businessman I spoke with demand and get unreasonable
your health is when you are noted that his company has more wage settlements and as the
well, noting that retaining than a dozen plants in the United productivity of American inhealth is easier than regaining it. States, Europe and Asia. Worker dustrial workers lags behind the
Prepared by health and productivity at the company's productivity of foreign workers.
nutrition specialists, the Guide is plant in Japan is two and one-half Declining productivity also is
one of a series of "Better times as great as worker associated with carelessness.
w and
Lwow!" 7en
Retirement" booklets available productivity at the company's Many people complain of poorly &dm:
free from AARP, the nation's factories in the United States. constructed motor vehicles I
•
Ton
thru Tu*.
largest organization committed Even the plant in Great Britain— appliances. The manufacturers
take
the
blame
for
this,
but
much
to helping older Americans a country many Americans
AMIKE NICHOLS FILM
achieve retirement lives of regard as the land of the tea of the blame should be directed
A1AN ARKIN ?
dignity, independence and break—has a better record of against workers who have lost
purpose. A discussion of AARP's worker productivity than the pride in their work. Ralph Nader,
wiAtoro.•
the self-proclaimed "defender"
mail-order drug service and plants in the states.
recommended in-hospital and
That's a shocking revelation. of consumers, regularly doninsurance Americans have taken it for demns manufacturers but
out-of-hospital
protection designed for the needs granted that they out-produce ignores the responsibility of
111110211•NRIMIN•11011111111TICTS
of olderpersons is included in the other countries. Thatassumption industrial workers and unions for
health tooklet.
no longer is well-founded. Other shoddy goods. It should be borne
C &iron's Movie
services peoples are striving tiarder for in mind that even where a
other
Among
available to AARP members are the good life and are aware that manufacturer recognizes poor
Sat. 1 til 3 p.m.
newsletters and a bi-monthly full- their national wealth depends on workmanship, union rules often
transfer or discharge of the
color magazine, a world-wide worker output.
All Seats 75'
travel service, temporary and
Theoretically, Americans work sloppy worker.
employment an eight-hour day. But one Unless traditional American
part-time
programs, and a continuing company official said: "Today, productivity is restored and
' 11•0•ZINI
edueation program.
we figure we get five hours of manufacturers are allowed to P
Free copies of the "Retirement hard work out of the eight hours a insist on quality work -or else," FAMILY AWARD
great numbers of American
Health Guide" a and full in- man spends on the job."
formation about the Association
One way to gauge worker workers are bound to lose their
mai be obtained by writing: productivity in a plant where a lot jobs to foreign competitors. As a
AA'117', Fulfillment Department, of electric tools are used is to plot result of slowdowns and slipshod
P. 0. Box 199, Long Beach, the electrical load. At one plant, I work, the United States is in
California 90801.
was told, the load builds up very danger of going the way of
slowly after the work force Britain—unable to compete for
arrives in the morning. The load business.
All the way with Y.A.
t
begins to drop off about a half an
NEW, YORK (UPI) - Quarf
hour before the regular midterback Y.A. Tittle or the New
morning coffee break and doesn't
ThTlIth
1 -4
York Giants threw seven touch
get back to the normal level until
4
-Z7
about
down passes agaimt the Washsome time after the break. In the
...
ington Redskins in 1962, reri0
.774 JEFFRIES.,
afternoon, the load drops off
ports the Rheingold sports bu41tTAVID TOMLINSON
reau. Tittle's effort tied the again well before quitting time
A Q•ob basis tol Pc.A•re As• Alm
hunkdo•
TECHNICOLOR
This thoughtless slowdown isn't
record originally set by the
Chicago Bears' Sid Lockman
the only manifestation of
LATE SHOW
against New York in 1943. declining productivity. Many bi
plants have a critical problem o
1 1:so p.m. FRI. SAT.il

LEDGES•TIKES FILE

A bright shining sun yesterday meld
much of the snow and ice
on the streets and roads. Last night the
temperature was 23
degrees.
441
Earl R. Osborne, Charles J. Roberts, and
Van W. Childress are
undergoing recruit training at the Naval
Training

By Anthony-Herrigan

avoided entirely or their effect
lessened through a sensible way
Rules, On How To Argue and Win Everytime
of life and good medical care,
according to a "Retirement
Dad has noted one characteristic that belongs to all people Health Guide" Published by the great industrial city on Lake
everywhere. They like to argue. People seem to be the happiest American Association of Retiritel Michigan has been justly
renowned as a center of
when there is some issue to debate. Folks reach their highest ar.d Persons.
Gerontology research indicates American enterprise and skill.
their lowest in the area of argument. High because some win, and
low because some don't. Dad has devised a fool proof way for you that many persons lost little of Machines
and
industrial
to win all your arguments. Cut this column out, post it in a con- their vigor with advancing age, equipment manufactured here
spicious place in your home where you can see it often, read it, the Guide reports, and that others are known worldwide for their
learn it's basic principals, arid you are on your way to a successful can successfully compensate in excellence and reliability. But
argumentative life.
many ways for physical losses. the success of manufacturers
Continuing
1. First, you must argue from a pre determined point of view.
mental
and here—and throughout the United
Don't listen to the counter argument, just assume the other fellow physical
activity
the States—is
is
being seriously
is ignorant. Use every opportunity to make him feel he is ignorant prescription offered by virtually jeopardized by a decline in
because his anger will confuse him and greatly weaken his all the experts consulted in worker productivity.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
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The Almanac
By United Press Intenustional
Today is Friday, Feb. 5, the
36th day of 1971.
The moon is between its first
quarter and full phase.
The
morning
stars
are
P.ILKUTIvt VKI
Mercury, Venus, Mars and
Jupiter.
The evening star is Saturn.
Those born on this day are
a skilled trade at $1.75 an hour under the sign of Aquarius.
Slowdown On Tbe Job
On this day in history:
MILWAUKEE, WIS.—This though the apprenticeship leadi

SENSING
THE NEWS

WASHINGTON, D. C.—Many
ailments of old age can be

Deliberate deficit spending, something
devised during the Great Depression to pull the
nation out of its economic dilemma by its own
boot straps, has now been accepted and
embraced by President Nixon as the price of
trying to bring on a new wave of prosperity to the
country.
Deficit financing by government means that
it deliberately prepares a budget which calls for
becausei saL. your .own skill.
spending more money on federal projects than
6. If the argument is going badly use the Bible. However, be
very careful since it takes great skill to use the Bible. If ybu must
will be received in tax revenues. And so,
use the Bible, one rule you must thoroughly understand is, never,
President Nixon becomes the first Republican
never be systematic. Pick your points at random. Put the
President ever to subscribe to the theory that we
unrelated points together right, and you can usually prove
can "spend ourselves into -prosperity." A'
whatever you wish. Great care must be taken to keep a Bible out
of the hands of your opponent as he might do some extra reading
dubious distinction.
and start asking too many questions. Use the Bible only as a last
The President is hopeful, at course, that the
resort because this usually takes too much time in study.
economy will rise sufficiently to overcome a
Probably,preachers are the only ones who should use this.type of
large part-cif the deficit. . .that federal revenues
.argunient since they have had so much practice.
will rise as recovery comes about. It might work
•XstBeegractous winner. Pat your friend on the back and tell hirr
you knew he was wrong all the time, but then that's every one.
that way, but there are risks involved.
privilege. Go on and be a good guy and tell him, "If the whole
One of the biggest risks is that inflation,will
world was right there would be no one for you to help." Your
continue to throw everything out of kilter. One of
former friend will feel much better.
the basic causes of inflation is government
Dad said if you learn and apply these rules well enough, you will
he alone at the top.
overspending,(or some call it deficit financing).
By Bob Little
At the risk of sounding old-fashioned, we
believe a word should be put in for our
TOMORROW
grandchildren and their children. Already the - - Is there really any.tomorrow?
interest on borrowings to pay off the debts made
tor ell we'know 4 shame and sorrow.
by the Big Spenders in Washington is more than
Will we rise to see tomorrow7
$18 billion annually' This interest can be paid
hear the birds, feel the sun?
only by taxes, increased taxes, if you please. The
Will we rise to see the children,
people are paying those increased taxes now.
playing games we use do play?
And they will continue to mount as the interest
Or will we reach our haven of
peace,
continues to mount on the increasing national
before the dawn does come?
debt brought on by deficit spending.
We are certain that President Nixon has
—Beth Humphreys
1 assessed the
We enjoy reading your column very
much
economic situation of this nation
and that in his opinion litte have a state _of
emergency that calls for deficit spending to the
Pt
tune of 11.6 billion dollars this year.
But from this corner it appears that the
acceptance by the Republican Party of deficit
A rod is for the bark of him that is void of
understanding.—
government spending is a significant departure
Proverbs 10:13.
from
policy
of the past.
•
The man who is wise enough to seek and take
authoritative
The differences between the philosophies of
council does not often have to endure the blows of fate that come
from silly mistakes.
the two great political parties thus continue to
shrivel and fade into bland nothingness.

_gen Years Ago Today
.-1
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Rupp Cites 'Togetherness'
As Reason For UK Victories
•

S

Movie
3 p.m.
75'
C5-:0".C-•

FY MILLS
OHN MILLS
MacARTHUR
Tlith
about

Spring

Eddie Shack
Portland
Scores Hat
ks
Haw
Tops
Trick Thursday
By United Press

Murray State To Host
Austin Peay Saturday

the
Northwestern at
Pete Maravich got all
Kentucky basketball coach scored in double figures as Rupp game against
By United Press International
However, he played money and publicity but Geoff
Eddie Shack is still as
Adolph Rupp, analyzing his played every player on his squad Evanston.
action,
of
best
Murray State's Racers, who played an excellent game against Racers first with the Raiders this
minutes
16:04
Petrie may still be the
team's sparkling performances in a scintillating 114-76 victory. only
ng as ever, but the
entertaini
,
Soderberg rookie guard in the National
won their last six games and them last week and things don't season. Murray has beaten both
have
points.
14
scoring
During the two games, the
in recent games against VanBuffalo Sabres are no longer
was
second place in the Ohio fall for you like that every Morehead and Eastern on the
minutes,
in
are
23:35
playing
n.
Basketball Associatio
just a joke.
derbilt and Auburn, said part of Wildcats had a total of 39 assists,
and
rebounds
headConference, a half game night."
road.
Valley
eight
The two rookies met in
to compared to nine for the op- credited with
due
the success is
Eddie the Entertainer scored
will The Racers will play at Middle
Kentucky,
Middle has been plagued by
Western
of
Thursday
back
points.
15
on
competiti
ad
to-he
a
position.
"togetherness."
ensuing night and Petrie was the clear three-goal hat trick Thursday play Austin Peay at Murray Tennessee Monday night and misfortunes most of the season
in
totals
Payne's
"We're operating as a team
night to lift Buffalo to a 5-2
The veteran coach refused to
games were as follows: Michigan winner as he helped the victory over the visiting Los Saturday night.
then return to Murray for games but the Raiders indicated last
comment on stories quoting Mark and getting stronger as a team,"
West
The Racers have an overall with Morehead Feb. 13 and Saturday they might be getting
and 17 points;
rebounds
10
Blazers record a
Trail
Portland
Angeles Kings. It was the sixth
Soderberg,junior center who quit Rupp said.
record of 14-2, are 5-1 in the OVC, Eastern Kentucky Feb. 15. The their game together by playing
19 rebounds and 19 137-123 victory over the Atlanta
Soderberg, who quit the squad Virginia
the squad January 6. Rupp said
success against only one loss
13
rebounds,
and ranked 19th in the nation. game with Middle will be the Western a close one at Bowling
four
Indiana
points;
Hakws.
but
season
1969-70
the
of
in
and
s
midway
ties
for the Sabres
three
the Wildcats themselve have
Nevertheless, Coach Cal
Green.
points; De Paul 19 rebounds, 18
Petrie, a Princeton graduate
have
commented with their fine play. returned without missing a
rebounds, 17 who's been hitting better than their last 10 games. They
is not taking Austin Peay
13
Les Taylor, who has scored 76
Luther
Purdue
points;
in
the
place
vaulted
fifth
into
Soderberg, whose criticisms of game, wanted assurance that he
the
four
beating
State
despite
in his last three games, is
season,
lightly
points
Oregon
this
22 points a game
would be starting center for the points;
Hockey League's East
the Kentucky basketball
90-76 last Saturday at
the Racers in scoring
points; Notre tossed in 24 points and held National
leading
Governors
six
rebounds,
7-2
a
Payne,
program have been quoted Wildcats. When
of 17.2 a game
down
them
points;
.
average
"Beating
an
15
college
Clarksville
with
rebounds,
10
all-time
Dame
the
Maravich,
widely by both national and local newcomer from Louisville, won
and in field goal shooting with a
Mississippi 16 rebounds, 18 scoring champ from Louisiana As Shack skated back onto there will probably just make
practice,
pre-season
in
berth
the
this
earlier
said
news media,
percentage of 56.5. Jim Young
points; Mississippi State nine State, to just 13. Petrie hit 11- We ice after the game to them tougher to beat here,"
week there was a lack orodni: Soderberg became disenchanted
16 of-20 shots while Maravich, who
play
Florida
usually
"They
said.
averaged 16.7 points and hit
points;
has
Luther
24
rebounds,
accept his award as the
munication between coaches and and repeatedly thresaened to
12
do
they
Georgia
than
Murray
in
million,
percent of his shots. Hector
us
points;
better
52.8
17
rebounds,
82
to
signed for close
outstanding performer, he was
CORIPRRONCI STANDIIINIS
players and that "if they win, it's quit. Now enrolled at the
on their home floor anyway. We
nine points; Tennessee connected on only 6-of-18.
04L Pd, PP PA Blondet has averaged 15.1 points,
rebounds,
s
hat.
a
policeman'
wearing
accused
he
Utah,
of
on individual talent, not because University
6 1 .107 6-17 1104
W. Kentucky
Bill Mancini 8.6,
and
rebounds, 13 points; LSU
5 1 .2133 443 415 Ron Johnson 9.1,
Murray State
Leroy Ellis had 27 points
Rupp of trying to bend over back- four
they play together."
3 2 .714 527 303 and Ron Williams 8.2. Johnson is
Urn Tennessee
points; 17 rebounds to lead the Blazers "The cop asked me if I
16
rebounds,
eight
3 3 .310 654 464
E Kentucky
Kentucky turned in one of its ward to let people know he wasn't
3 4 .429 008 Si leading rebounder with 9.7 a
Austin Pegg
Vanderbilt pine rebounds, 12 Walt Bellamy led Atlanta with wanted to wear it," Shack
Tennessee Tech 3 4 .429 513 Si
finest performances of the season prejudiced against Payne, first
23
explained later. "So I wore it.
points; Auburn 10 rebounds,
Middle Tennessee 1 5 167 401 4412 game, and Blondet and Young
32 points and 19 rebounds.
last Saturday, defeating Van- black basketball player at the
Morehead State 0 II .000 54.1 500
the
scheduled
on
have both hit 82.2 percent of their
it
I
dropped
when
Then
other
points.
only
In the
INDIVIDUAL STATS
derbilt, 102-e2. Scoring in double University.
of
total
a
night
played
to
free throws.
to
me.
he
kept
Soderberg
ice,
SCORIN0
screaming
Thursday
action
NBA
-Tom
figures were four Wildcats
"Why, he a Payne) is learning
• P's.
The team's field goal per129:26 minutes in Kentucky's Nate Thurmond scored 30 get his hat back."
1. Jim bleDaniela. WE 17 504
Parker, Kent Hollenbeck, Larry right now things I already know
17 4.38
3. Jim Day. b10
of 50.7 is the best in the
games, scoring 57 points and Joe Ellis and Jerry
centage
eight
first
14 BHP
3. George Bryant. /C/C
Steele and Tom Payne. Eight and could have taught him,"
16 Si
4. Larry Noble, AP
OVC and one of the best in the
points and credited with 47 Lucas had 24 each as the San The Detroit Red Wings fell
all
action,
17
saw
TT
313
6, Al Lewis.
Kentuckians
Soderberg told the Associated
nation.
rebounds. During those same Francisco Warriors beat the Into sixth place, two points
& &arm illerbeneos, AP II 3194
getting on the scoreboard.
Press. "Your know a guy who is
7. Herman Sykes, MT 111 179
played a total of Phoenix Suns 117-105.
behind Buffalo, by dropping a 1Payne
games,
16 275
& Leg Taylor. MU
The Wildcats came back 7-2 should be getting more than
14 507
College Basketball Results
HONOLULU (UPI) - John I. Jim Young, MUTT
*3:03 minutes, scored 123 points
Connie Hawkins was high 0 decision to the New York
17 282
10, Wayne Peek,
Monday night with an even better two to four rebounds a game."
By United Press International
credited with 78 man for the Suns with 28 Rangers. In the only other Schlee was happy about what 11. Jim Hoes, WE
17 290
was
and
Payne currently is averaging
15
performance, hitting 72.2 per
Greg Kinroan. AP
East
game played, the Philadelphia he didn't do in the first round 11.
rebounds.
13. Jerry Hueeeenan, MO IS yrs
points.
cent of their field goals and all 9.7 rebounds, 15.5 points a game
17 272
Dune, WE
Manhattan 77 NYU 73
Flyers ended a 16-game winless of the 6200,000 Hawaiian Open 14. JerryRiley,
10 pre-season scrimDuring
10 150
MT
15. Ken
their 11 free throws in the first and hitting 50.2 from the field. He
Mass 92 Iona 51
drought against Chicago by golf tournament.
16. Hector Blosidet. MU 18 241
mage sessions and the annual
PRES THROW PER CENT
half to lead Auburn, 63-38. got off to a slow start, getting intersquad game, played before
be?
6-2.
Hawks,
wouldn't
Houston 81 LIU 75
What golfer
blasting the Black
(MM. 3 Raise Aing.-4011.1
Parker, Payne and Hollenbeck only one rebound in the opening
PTA Pd. Rutgers 82 Boston U 51
Schlee didn't have a single I. George Bryant. ICE 11TPA
14 000 persons in Memorial
87 102 85 3
Gilles Villemure turned aside bogey, he didn't three-putt and 2.
36 42 533
Stan Sumr•11. MT
Coliseum, Payne hit 43 of 83 field
1
3, Harman Sykes. MT 43
30 Detroit shots to register his he didn't miss a green.
South
4. Gordon Gifford. IT 73 94 T7.7
goal attempts for 53 per cent,
114 153 76.7
MO
York.
for
New
Day,
Jim
shutout
5.
fourth
Steady and cool play earned & Jim McDaniel'. WE 96 130 75.0 Citadel 91 Va. Mil 65
compared to 45 of 122 attempts
Rod Gilbert scored the only Schlee a six-under-par 66 and a 7. Jerry Hueseman. 010 03 as 75.5 So Car 118 Furman' 83
36 per cent-by Soderberg.
73 os 74.3
NBA Standings
8. Lam' Noble, AP
ABA Standings
goal of the game, notching his
Payne
73.4
38
game,
No Car 93 Wake For 75
intersquad
one-stroke lead in the race for, 9. Wayne Pack, TT 52
In the
By United Press International
71 73.2
10. Jim Roe,, WE
of
the second
By United Press International
at
3:47
20th
pivot
the
money.
prize
first
dominated
7$ 011..2 L Beach St 74 Centenary 56
640,000
y
54
completel
WE
Dunn,
Jerry
11.
Division
Atlantic
East
87 117.8
period. The Red Wings had two
S Ala 83
hitting six of 10 field
On his heels at 67 going into 12 111.11.1 Burton.MUEX 59
53 14 01.3 Jacksonville 102
W. L. Pct. GB position,
W. L. Pct. GB
called back, the first today's second round on the, 13. Les Taylor.
goals
the
RESOUNDS
leaving
before
Memphis St 73 Drake
attempts
goal
1...
40..18...691
Aye.
.
•
N
York
New
.11114
31 11
Virginia
when referee Art Skov ruled
level, seaside Waialae Country' 1. Greg Elninan, AP IS 230 14.9
The University of Kentucky
2 game with more than six minutes
/
35 24 .593 51
Philadelphia
32 25 .581 7
Kentucky
the puck was high-sticked into
Jim McDaniel,. WE 17 244 14.4
Arnold 2.
Midwest
were
course
Club
.
after
team,
basketball
remaining
17 239 14.0
freshman
10
3. Jim Day. MO
30 28 .517
2 Boston
1
25 31 .446 13/
New York
the net and the second when
10 115 11_5 St. Louis 88 No Tex St 58
4. Ken Riley, MT
scoring
Payne's
Sanudo.
Cesar
and
wasn't
SEC
Palmer
games,
takes
"It
straight
seven
2
/
251
.262
183 11.4
45
16
16
AK
Greenfield.
Buffalo
S.
Carl
2
1
/
14
.431
33
25
the play dead.
Carolina
17 150 10.6 Wichita St 97 Bradley 84
Schlee's scorecard showed six S. Clarence Glover, WE
which caught everyone's eye," on outsiders Spencerian Business Skov whistled
Central Division
24 33 .421 15
7. Jerry Mueslis:nen. MO 17 171 10.0
Pittsburgh
in The College of Louisville and
he
that
wrote
show
didn't
9.'7
It
Fenton
UM
birdies.
16
MU
Dick
Johnson.
Ron
B.
GB
Pct.
L.
W.
2
1
23 37 .383 17/
9.4
Floridians
14 151
I. Les Taylor, MU
Philadelphia broke loose for missed
it was Marathon AAU in preliminarY
birdie
Southwest
other
four
2.7
17 148
32 24 .571 ..., Courier-Journal. "Instead,
Jerry DUDA, WE
10.
Baltimore
West
period
second
the
in
goals
four
CONY
Pus
00AL
15
PHILD
inside
he
Texas fl Paso) 74 Ariz St 59
from
ies
which
opportunit
matches to varsity games with
devastating way in
8
.429
32
the
24
Cincinnati
A•9.-45%)
GB
Deem
4
Pct.
W. L.
(Ma.
to finally shake off the Chicago feet, but the Coral Springs,
11004 PISA Pd. Texas I Arl) 85 Hardin-Simmons
19 39 .328 14 dominated White center Mark Mississippi and Mississippi State
110 196 54.5
36 18 .667 ... Atlanta
Taylor. MU
Utah
jinx. Jen Johnson put the Fla., golfer had no complaints. 1. Lee Mc
is
nights.
who
Monday
junior
and
203 378 527 74
Saturday
6-10
WE
a
,
-Daniels
Jim
11 49 .183 23 Soderberg
35 19 .648 1 'Cleveland
Indiana
stay at 2-1 Palmer led three-fourths of 2.
to
113 218 53.5 New Mex 81 Ark 77
front
in
Flyers
Young, MU
Jim
3.
starting
of
five
four
the
games,
losing
After
battling taziziar
1112 BIO 511
Midwest Division
4. Jim Day. MO
2
/
34 25 .576 41
Memphis
with a disputed goal at 3:24 of the day's gallery of thousands &
133 KM 50.9
Al Lewis. T1'
having some of his the Kittens have responded to the
After
GB
role..
Pct.
L.
W.
40 1.16 50.1
2
1
19 36 .345 17/
Eon Riley. MT
Denver
NEW YOltK (tiny '="1Pfarik
by coaching and admonition of the second period, and Andre around the 7,122-yard course &
7 Hector Blondet. MU 142 Si 45.3
shots batted back in his face
45 10 .818
2 Milwaukee
1
19 36 .345 17/
145 40.4 Gifford holds the New York
and
121
AP
Texas
Gendron
Rieman.
S. Greg
_Lacroix, Jean-Guy
shooting
hot
putting.
Joe
some
B.
Coach
with
's
Hall
to
Freshman
Soderberg
N ISO 48.5
2 Payne,
/
36 20 .643 91
9 John lice, ET
Detroit
Thursday's Results
Clarke also scored in Sanudo, a little known pro 1.0.
George Bryant, AK 1.16 0311 491 Giants record for molit.. cerkiereel off five wins in six games and Bobby
2 went haywire."
/
MAI cutive name...1t:irs
34 22 .607 111
•
it. Si Ihrveen. TIP
Qiicago
inist
scored
Hull
Dennis
Indiana vs. Pittsburgh
session.
that
as
said
Si MI
Calif.,
xrri
Diego,
/mcf
San
from
ii.Segyr,meeemnais.
2
1
Soderberg hit one of 16 field a current four game win stsso4t.
34 24 .586 12/
ne
13ifE
86 Ile 45.8 brie'
is. Dan Furlong. TT
at Louisville (pp). .Phoenix
.
goals, giving
of
Chicago's
both
67
his
far as he was concerned
115 301 0.11
14 Larry Noble, AP
goal attempts; the lone "hit" The physically small Kittens,
Pacific Division
NFL record is 18 held by the
Kentucky 106 New York 99
15 Charles MitchelL EX 95 213 44.6
him 25 for the season.
round."
"greatest
his
game.
wz-s
,icy
Kent
the
left
of
Payne
darlings
sudden
W. L. Pct. GB came after
Baltimore Colts' Lenny Moore.
Virginia 138 Floridians 129, ot
Pie Wildcats have lost only to basketball fans, have made up
32 22 .593 ...
Los Angeles
Only games scheduled)
San Francisco 32 26 .552 2 Tennessee, while winning eight that deficiency with super ball
Friday's Games
2 since Soderberg last appeared in hawking, sensational passing,
/
26 31 .456 71
Seattle
Pittsburgh vs. Virginia
the lineup and currently are red-hot shooting and excellent
24 36 .400 11
at Roanoke, Va. San Diego
high nationally with a 14-3 team work.
ranked
15
.325
39
19
Portland
Kentucky vs. Carolina
a
and are first in the
record
oa.
Leading the Kittens are crowd
Results
s
Thursday'
at Greensboro, N.C.
105 Southeastern Conference with an pleasing guards,Ray Edelman,6Phoenix
117
Francisco
San
Denver
at
Floridians
foot-2, Ardmore, Pa., and Ronnie
8-1 record.
Portland 137 Atlanta 124
• Texas at Utah
Lyons, 5-10, Maysville, K‘ . who
Only games scheduled )
Only games scheduled)
possible could become an all-tune
Friday's Games
ABA TRANSFER: HESTER
crowd favorite at Kentucky.
Cincinnati at Boston
YANKEE SIGNERS
UPI)- Frontliners Rick Drewitz, 6-7,
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
New York at Detroit
Rookie Dan Hester, a 6-foot, 8- Garden City, Mich., 19.0 points
NEW YORK (UPI)-Relief Philadelphia at Chicago
inch center, was obtained by and 10.6 rebounds, and Wendell
pitchers Lindy McDaniel and Milwaukee at Los Angeles
the KentuOar `Colonels of the Lyons no relation to Ronnie),
Jack Aker were among the first Cleveland at San Diego
American Basketball Associa- 11.2 points and 8.5 rebounds, and
six players who signed Thurs- Atlanta at Seattle
tion Thursday on waivers from footballer Frank LeMaster, 5.6
with the New York Baltimore at Buffalo
day
the Denver Rockets.
Yankees for the 1971 season.
points and 6.5 rebounds, are
San Francisco at Portland
taking care of the board work.
Spencerian boasts a 16.3 record
this season and is led by a
number of outstanding Louisville
including
area
players,
painting and
Lawrence Clayton, 6-5 centerParker Ford Body Shop specializes in Automobile body work,
Ford
forward, Skip Reed, 6-1 guard,
Parker
our
behind
just
St.
7th
on
South
wreck rebuilding. We are located
both of Shawnee High School, and
dealership.
Larry Patrick, 6-4, Ahrens High
School.
Auto Body Work, Wreck Rebuilding a Specialty."
in
each
points
?I
had
Karl
Bradley 97-84, St. Louis romped
AAU has a number
Marathon
over
victory
By JOE CARNICELLI
s
past North Texas State 88-58, North Carolina'
of former UK stars, John Adams,
ing in body work.11M-UPI Sports Writer
Foreat.
Parker Ford Body Shop is a complete hop, specialk
Drake 73- Wake
upset
State
'Memphis
Steve
and
of
years
Argento
and refinishing
painting
18 Phil
trucks,
After nearly three
scored
and
Douglas
les
James
automobi
72, New Mexico held off
complete rebuilding of wrecked
, plus Cecil Tuttle of
Clevenger
four
frustrations, the "real John
hit
Finch
Larry
g enamel refinishings.
Arizona 81-77, Texas-El Paso points and
cars, refrigerators and alrproducts requirin
minutes Deorgetown.
Roche" has stood up.
Arizona State 74-59, free throws in the final
whipped
South
talented
• Roche, the
to lead Memphis State over
the Manhattan edged New York
Parker Ford has been in the automobile business in Murray for forty-three
guard, broke
Carolina
Drake and Jim lrving's 25
Houston
and
77-73
y
Universit
score
Conferenc
Coast
We have one of the largest and most modern Body Shops in Western
beat
years.
St. Louis
----Plantic
defeated Long Island University points helped
Texas State. Terrh
ing record Thursday night as he
North
y, with years of experience. We also have one of the finest and most
•
Kentuck
81-75.
scored 56 points in leading the
Benton's 21 points and 23
experienced body specialists in this area, Every job leaving Our shop is perseventh -ranked Gamecocks to
Fox had 26 points and rebounds boosted Wichita State
Harold
sonally inspected and guaranteed by Parker Ford, under the supervision of J. D.
(UPI)-What
an easy 118-83 victory over Artis Gilmore 25 as Jackson- over Bradley while reserve
PITTSBURGH
Morris.
Furman.
ville lifted its record to 17-2 Steve Newsome hit 15 points in a delightful dilemhia Danny
"He could do that all the with its rout of South Alabama the second half to help Houston Murtaugh is pondering these
on enamel
Parker Ford Body Shop also boasts the latest equipment, for baking
time," said Frank McGuire, the and Dennus Wuycik and George offset a late LIU rally.
days: shall he use five or AI
in this
ovens
baking
modern
the
most
of
one
have
We
Cars.
the
of
newest
''He's
the
coach.
paint on
South Carolina
starting pitchers? '
ever
area.
most unselfish player I've
Poker-faced, the Pirate mancoached. He could easily score
ager remarked:
Did you know our body shop specialists have a total of 102 years experience in
40 and 50 a game if he didn't
"Bob Johnson is a strong
body shop work.
pass the ball off."
as the fifth starter.
Dined Press International never in trouble thereafter. candidate
Nelson
Roche, one of McGuire'. it,.
there's
then
wrecker and
was like old times for Dan Rick Barry had 25 points and Well,
Two wreckers are operated on a 24 hour,7 days a week basis. For
many New York City imports, It
22 to lead the Braes, too."
Leaks
Manny
Mike Pratt.
and
3-1833.
laisel
frustration
night-75
,
753-5273
towing service call, dayhas had his share of
Briles was acquired last week
The two rookies, who helped Nets.
r varsity
during his three-yea
St. Louis Cardinals in
the
from
the
of
opener
Kentucky
scheduled
of
The
won ACC the University
career. He has twice
a trade involving outfielder
finish last season as the doubleheader at Louisville bePlayer of the Year honors and
Matty Alou, one of the Pirates'
team nation's No. 1 ranked college tween Indiana and Pittsburgh
twice he has seen his
most consistent hitters.
16
March
until
for
combined
postponed
was
team,
basketball
upset the post season play.
Johnson came to Pittsburgh
to
unable
were
lead
to
Pacers
the
when
21 42 points Thursday night
But Thursday he had
a deal .involving catcher
in
the Kentucky Colonels to a 106- arrive in time.
points at the half and left in the
Jerry May, relief pitcher Bruce
D. Morris
scheduled
other
York
only
New
the
the
In
over
victory
infielder
and
Canton
final two minutes after break- 99
Dal
and
Johnson
Neil
action,
ABA
Mets.
ing the record.
Freddie Patek.
Michael Barnett
Issel, one of the (font-runners Mike Barrett scored 25 points
-TilghntemBerrove':Qur....boyal must really think
Dock Ellis, who no-hit San
Virginia
the
14e.ad
honors
Year
-W
the
each
of
Rookie
Joe for
said
in
great,"
nodded
season,
is
last
Roche
American Basketball Squires to a 138-129 double Diego
the
coach. in
Williama,lhe Furman
f.• Tommy Hargrove
as Murtaugh listed his
J. D. Robinson
on, scored 25 points overtime victory over the assent
Associati
all
him
luncheon.
a
at
'They' were Watching
pitchers
and hauled in 16 rebounds while Floridians
Also carrying the pitching
nigh!."
Max Satterwhite
Virginia rallied twice to tie
James F. Scott
Pratt had a career high 17
involving
action
that helped the Pirates
burden
In -other
Harge's
Ira
on
once
eight
on
the game,
assisting
while
points
le
Jacksonvil
teams.
League East
ranked
field goal at the end of to the National
Alabama baskets.
sear were
753-5273-753-',274
iNo. M routed South
701 Main, murrol, Ky.
again on championship last
and
play
24-10
a
regulation
on
went
No. The Colonels
10243 and North Caroline (
Luke
first
Walker
and
the
Blass,
Steve
at
basket
to
half,
Barrett's.
93-75. tear late in the first
15) ripped Wake Forest
Bob Moose.
a .59-44 lead and were overtime buzzer
Elsewhere, Wichita State beat open up

OVC
Outlook

John Schlee
Holds Lead
In Hawaiian

Pro Cage Standings

inatusrvnit
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HEART FUNKS
VOLUNTEER

JP IP IP IP

Friday, February
The Murray-Calloway County
SOUP' Citizens Club will meet at
12 noon at the First United
Methixbst Churcii educational
buikhng. A potluck luncheon will
De served. Host will be Ivy Culver
and hostesses will be Mesdames
LaL&• Duna. Jahn
Martha Golden, Ruby Harrell,
and Olive Hagan.

Mrs. Ruth Daugherty at arms
p.m.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
p.m.
The Westside Homemakers
will meet at the home of
Mrs. Wayburn.

The Quota Club will meet at the
A basketball game between the Holiday Inn at 12 noon.
IMen's and Women's teams of the
Mrs. Willard Alla, belt, nod Mrs. Ed Thimits are pictured with Kirksey PTA and the Hazel PTA
the Heart Food cercates d_.eciation presented to them for will be held at Hazel at swen
Murray Branch of the AAUW
Sher meer work will the HeartF.The presentations were p.m. The doors will open at 6:30 win meet at the home of Mrs.
Bea
of
Chapter
made at the meeting at the Gomm Gina
Robert Higgins, 713 Main Street,
Sigma Phi.
at 7:30 p.m.

-F-

sum
Morn!
Biwa
X

you're moving out

Wir

Sit& a

By Abigail Van Buren

Worell

Weentn

DEAR ABBY: My mother is my problem. I am an only
child-if you can call a woman of 24 a "child." I want to
have an apartment with a very nice girl friend of mine, but
every time I mention it, my mother hits the ceiling. Sie
Mrs. Nolan Harvey, lett, Mrs. Joe Prime, Mrs. Vermin Efitowis,
February
Saturday,
Morning Circles of the WSCS of
keeps telling me I am her "whole life." Yes, my father is
and Mrs. Ras Ray, isesabers of the Made Deportment if the
A RUMMAGE SALE WILL BE the First United Methodist
but he and Mom never had much of a marriage. They
Murray Womian's Club, presented the prograan at the Valentine
HELD AT THE American Legion Church will meet at 9:30 am. as
never
go
Sweetheart
anywhere
Dhow heathy the Kappa Department of the Murray
together
and
they
have
no
friends.
Maple
and
6th
Hall, South
If I go on a date my mother waits up for me and asks me
Womas's Club en Tuesday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. James Cox of Streets, starting at eight a.m. Follows: Alice Waters at the
Mrs. C. B. Ford
a lot of questions ("What did you say? What did he say")
Cadiz Route Three are the The sale is sponsored by the social hall with
I used to tell Mom everything, but I don't anymore,
parents of a baby girl, Patti J. Theta Department of the Murray as hostess; Bessie Tucker with
Mrs. W. B. Graves, 1ifa7 KirkThe Gamma Gaima chapter weighing seven pounds Pi
which 'hurts" her, and she lets me know it.
Club
Woman's
wood; and Maryieona Frost with
of Beta Sigma Phi sorority met ounces, born on Thursday,
I know I should move. But how can IT MOM does
Mrs. Jim Garrison, 303 Oakdale
on Tuesday,January M,at seven- Fetruary 4, at 1:50 a.m. at the
everything to keep me home. I pay no room or board, alibi I
An Old Fashioned Fiddler'
Drive.
tinny o'clock in the evening at Murray -Calloway County
have offered and can well afford it. Mom does all my laundry
Contest will be held at Jeffery
Mrs. Frank Kodrnan opened
the home of Mrs. Jerry Duncan.
at
[even
my lingerie every night), she makes my bed and her home for the January
Gymnasium,
Calloway
County
Groups of the Baptist Women of
"Mrs. Willard Ails, president, The new father is serving with
/figh School, at seven p.m.,
cleans my room, closets and drawers.
meeting of the Murray Branch of
the First Baptist Church will
was in charge of the program the U. S. Army at Fort Bliss,
The Kappa Department at the
sponsored by the Band Boosters
Can you help me, Abby?
TOO MUCH MOTHER
the American Association of
follows:
I
presented
as
by
meet
with
Mrs
which was
Tern Grandparents are Stanley Club. Admission is 50 and 75
Murray Woman's Club held its
University
Women with the guest
representatives from the Ken- Cox of Cadiz Mrs. Nita Cook of
Ragon McDaniel at 9:30 a.m.;
DEAR TOO: You answered your own psestisa. In know
Valentine Sweetheart dinner on
cents.
with Mrs_ John Keel at ten am.;
:ucky Heart Association, Robert Shepherdsville,and Mr and Mrs.
I should move.") But the "how" may take mane fortitude speaker being Willard Ails, Tuesday, February 2, at sixchairman
of
the
Calloway
County
Thombury, executive director Roy Snyder of Cadiz Route
and III with Mrs. Neva Waters at
than you possess. Flu-at, tell your mother that you are
thirty o'clock in the evening at
A chili supper will be held at two p.m.
Council on Drug Education.
for Heart, Lawrence Bierner, Three.
moving. Pack
Mid
move!
the
club house.
Avoid
lengthy
diseassioas,
the Martin's Chapel United
Ails said the drug problem is
state program director, and
expianatiesa and debates. And don't feel gaily. Yes are
Methodist Church, sponsored by The WSCS of the Goshen United
found in almost any high school
Charles Ross, fieid represenA musical program was
(-raided to a life of your owu, and sailer the pretest wisp
the youth of the church. Serving Methodist Church "will net at
or college and is more prevalent provided by four members
tative for West Kentucky
of the
you'll sever have it. The free nem and beard, laundry,
will
start
at
five
p.m.
than persons would care to ad,The heart representatives
the church at seven p.m.
housekeeping. etc., are extessisas of the umbilical cord. mit. He showed samples of Music Department of the Murray
presented a very interesting
Woman's Club. Mrs. Nolan
li allucinatory
drugs, Harvey, playing an autoharp,
discussion on the founding,
Senior recital of Marcia Joshn,
Sunday. February 7
DEAR
ABBY:
Shirley
[made
up
name)
and
I were depressants, and stimulants and sang "Turn Around", a song
Teens Who Care will sponsor a Waitsfiekl, Vt., piano, will be at
having our domestic problems so we went to a marriage also noted that some of these are
the Heart Association.
often used in the Kodak TV
party for the 12 and 14 year old I the Recital Hall, Fine Arts
counselor whom we saw twice. Things seemed to jie getting merely household products.
Certificates of appreciation
commercials, and "The MilkThe home of Mrs. Hobert children of Outwood HospitaL Building, MSU, at eight p.m. No -better when this
counselor [he's a psychologist) asked
Mrs. Tom Turner introduced maid," a Kentucky folksong. A
%ere given to Mrs. Willard Ails Underwood of the Crossland Dawson Springs. For information charge.
Shirley some questions about OUT sex life.
Mr. Ails. Mrs. Inez Claxton, piano solo by Mrs. Joe Prince
aid Mrs. Ed Thomas for their community was the setting for a call the sponsors, Dan Shipley or
That did it Shirley quickly withdrew saying slip was sot _president, presided. • -,-,.• work with the Heart Fund lovely shower given in honor of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wagar, or
Wedsesdiry, February IS
featomatt:IMMINgsim Greenery"
A social hour was !odd with by Rogers Hort.
program in Calloway County. Kiss Nelda Robinson, February Use officers, Churck Hussung, The Pottertown Homemakers -AIWA to discuss anything so intimate with an "outsider."
refreshments being served by
The meeting was called to bride-elect
Any suggestions' We've been married for 12 years, have four
of Jerry Underwood. Dean Willis, Gail Lyons,or Karen Club will meet at the Holiday bin
Mrs. Kodman.
order and the opening ritual was Hostesses for the event were Russell.
children, and I'm not ready for the rocking chair yet.
at ten a.m.
Mrs. Rob Ray, Mrs. Nolan
'nested in MINIM The meso- Mrs. Melvin Smith and Mrs
SHIRLEY'S PATIENT HUSBAND
Harvey, and Mrs. Vernon Shown.
bership chairman, MTS. Thomas, Dimple Paschall Special guests
New
Concord,
The
accompanied on the piano by.
Monday, February 8
DEAR HUSBAND: Tell Shirley that a prefessioaal
orelcomed the guests and read a were MTS. Kenwood Robinson,
Homemakers Club will meet at
Mrs. Joe Prince, sang "A
The
Alm°
School
PTA
will
emnseler,
like
a
Meow
meet
assesses a strictly dlialeal and
In- mother of the bride-elect, and
from
ettrrununication
the home of Mrs. I. B. Mayfield at
Wonderful Guy" from the
impersonal attitade toward these be counsels. Assure her
concerning the rush Mrs. Hobert Underwood, mother in the school gym at seven p.m. one pm
Broadway musical, "South
that all humans behave pretty mock the mese and she has
program for 1971.
Ross
as
the
Lucille
Mrs.
with
Pacific," and "He's Gone
of the groom-elect.
The social committee char- Kiss Robinson was attractively speaker. All parents are urged to The
Grove notWiag to be ashamed if, se the steamer she sheds tlame
Harris
Away".
man reported that the annual dressed for the occasion in a pale sattend.
Homemakers Club will meet at modish setioas, the happier she'll be.
The vice-chairman, Mrs. Glen
Valentine Banquet will be heitt blue
the home of Mrs. Clifton
Jones
Grogan, presided at a short
knit pantsuit trimmed in tiny
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order business
February 12 at maggot p.m_ and hkse seciwww.
DEAR ABBY A cousin of mine and her husband pre
The Suburban Homemakers at one p.m.
meeting.
of the Rainbow for Girls held its
aselebrating their 50th wedding anniversarycand they Lee
,JI!!..es
,
several games were played Club will meet at the home of
Husbands of the Kappa
be held at the with pnzes going to mrs sue Mrs. Leruth Rogers at seven p.m
event. A speak
Masonic
meeting
at
the
regular
The
South
Murray having a party for their friends and relatives. They have bid
members were invited for the
•
homeof Mrs. Ed Thorns on. Vinson,
Hall on Tuesday, February 2, at potluck dinner. Card tables
as that the invitations will read, "Positively No Gifts." And
Mrs. Kenwood Robinson, with Mrs Harry Russell as Homemakers Club will meet at
noon.
February 6 at
seven o'clock in the evening.
cohostess
the home of Mrs Paul Maggard, to emphasize their earnestness in this regard they will return
and Mrs. Geraldine Myers.
covered in red and white cenThe dosing ritual and the After Miss Barbara Sledd, worthy tered with an arrangement of red
IV North 20th Street, at 10:30
tne many beautiful gifts
any gifts that are received'
were repeated to cisme were opened,
advisor, presided. The minutes candles and cupid dolls
refreshments were The Mettle Bell Hays Circle of am.
It is true, they have everything and need nothing, but we
were
; the meeting. Refreshments were
were read by the recorder, Miss placed in the dining room. The
served from a table decorated in the WSCS of the First United
still feel that on this occasion a gift is in order. May I hear
servid by the hostesses, Mrs. yellow
Betsy Riley. The regular routine decorations were in the Valentine
and holding an antique Methodist Church will meet at The Arts and Crafts Club will
from you'
MRS. S., THE BRONX
Jerry Denali') and Mrs. Gary bowl
of business was conducted.
meet at the home of Mrs. Melas
theme.
of yellow and gold roses. At the church at seven p.m.
Smotherman.
Members present were Bar- Hostesses for the evening were
DEAR MRS. S: People who have "everything" certainly
one of thetie was crystal punch
Linn at 2:30 p.m.
bara Sledd, Paula.igrk, Janet Mesdames Jerry Henry, J. Field
mast have charity in their hearts. Make a cestributim in
bowl mil at the other end cake, The Sigma Department of the
Newberry Bickie Kalberer, Lesa Montgomery, Robert Hibbard,
Murray Woman's Club will have Evening circles of the WSCS of their Mem to mane worthwhile cause. I promise you that
mhstz, Ind nuts were served.
Robertson. Betsy Riley, Ireme Ron Christopher, Dwain Taylor,
years will be one gift they will appreciate, and will aist
The home was beautifully a Sweetheart Dinner potluck) at the First United Methodist
Futrell, Marilyn Thomas, Denise and Jimmy Ford,
decorated with shades of yellow the club house at 630 p.m. Sigma Church will meet at 7 30 p.m. as return'.
1Calberer, Janie Lamb, Phyllis
and white flowers, the bride- husbands will be guests. follows: Wesleyan with Mrs.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "FOLLOWING EL MO" IN
Coleman. Becky Edwards,
elect's chosen colors. Many Hostesses will be Mesdames Nate Beal, 303 South fah Street;
PUERTO RICO: Sorry, but I canalise put you in much with
Marilyn Lasater, Patti MWer,
persons who could not attend sent Mona Purdom, Bobby N. Ruth Wilson with Mrs W. P.
writer of that letter. This caimans is oat as ascot" tge
the
George, Treasa Carraway, Joyce Winchester.
Linda
Crawford,
Jae
Hal
Sperm,
Ron
Russell,
1112
Elm
Street; and
eft&
Anita Atkins, Cris Lee Birdsong, Adults present were Mrs. Twits
Chnstophee, Ed. Overbey, and Hannah with Mrs. William Swan, .iak-Iliag missies and finding minpanionskip for lowly
Miss Ruby Pauline C.ampbell
minglesCheryl Milarn, JaDonna Allen, Coleman, mother-advisor, Mrs.
Bill Wells,
Murray Route Seven.
assistant professor in the
Grapefruit Bountiful
Sherry Not's', Mary Kay Oakley, Lillian Robertson, George
what's year problem' You'll feel better if you get it off
department of nursing. Murray
Gayle Vaughn, Sherry Vaughn, Williams, and Henry Sledd.
The Theta Department of the
Senior recital of Tom Harrigan,
year chest. Write to 4BBY, Box MSC Los Amities, Cal,
State University, has been in- Bountiful year for grapefruit Murray Woman's Club will have
Rasa Lowe, Patricia Roberts, The next meeting will be held
Murray, French horn, will be at
WOM For a perinatal reply enclose stamped. addressed
cluded in the MO edition of sends the knowing shopper in the a Sweetheart Dinner potluck) at the
Donna Nance, Leslie Kline, on Tuesday, February 16, at
Recital Hall, Fine Arts
-Personalities of the South" just direction of these handsome the club house at 6.30 p.m,
Barbie Keel, Patricia Evans,and seven p.m. at the Masonic Hall.
Building, MSU, at 8.30 p.m. No euvelovepublished.
citrus spheres Reasonably Members will bring guests.
charge.
The Murray proiessor has been priced, grapefruit promises to Hostesses are Mrs: C. W. Jones,
at Murray since 1961. Slw is a stay in good suppty so get your Mrs. Charles Hale. and Miss
Pear Salad
Murray State Student-Faculty
native of Morristown. Tenn., mid share to serve at bresidast, to Martha Gum-.
luncheon will be held at the
received her nursing diploma broil with honey for firX coarse
United Christian Ministry at Salad change of pace is pearsfrom the East Tennessee Bapbst or dessert, and to add zip to
12:30
p.m. The admission is 71 fresh pears that are in your
Hospital. Knoxville. and her fresh Emit cups and to minds that The Cordelia Erwin Circle of cents.
marhet now at such attractive
Doebaiar of Science degree from brighten the winter table. Freda •Sandi Pasant Grove United
Leave the peel on. be
ts schedulefft0
University, Waco,?ems. graptfraffit-iiviif—
quarter the pear, removing the
anportaid
eet at the church at seven p.m.
Miss Campbell attended the source of intorno C.
core,and serve it difyour favorite
V
University of North Carolina at
Renee with a creamy dressing.
Oripel Hill where die received
eighteenth
early
the
In
Dellcious'
Essiti, February 9
(-century, a Belgian priest who
her Masters in Education. she Federation of Republican Woman
Sew
Providen
raised pears called them the
has membership in the FDEA, Voters.
lbansmisms Club will meet at
fruit." It's still an
"butter
tfEA, NEA, ANA, NIA, KRA, The
-driers. Anton Herndon
nursing teacher POW Ma Wine
Min-ray State Women's Society,
14 of the cellent description of this
pm.
Members or
of chapter ,
serves as treasurer of the Murray at
fresh food
Murray Branch of the AAViltelie
P.E.0 Sisterhood "took time" to heinous
Branch of the AAUW and is on the
Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta
Progressive
Homernak
'The
enjoy one of their finest hours
legislative committee of KNA, .
Kappa, and the Kentucky District
.4,Club will meet at the home
Monday evening, February 1. and the serving of a delicious
19
The occasion was a musical date pa desert by the hostesses,
program by one of the members Lbe members adjourned to the
At.
and her husband, Mrs. Larne N. Clark home aeross the street.
C
Clark and Prof Clerk. This Was The program was introduced
the conclusion of a series of'by prof. Clark singing "L' Heurt
programs emphasizing the need enfase" by Poklowski and "Lc
to take time for some of life's Kahn- by Gabriel Pierre. Mrs.
aesthetic needs in a gyrating Clart then delighted her friends
number,
e
Bach
world.
with her
and
Fantasy
The first pert of the meeting "Chromatic
was held in the home of Mrs. E. Fugue". The program was
D Roberts, Sha-Wa awl. with concluded with Prof Clark
Mrs Morgan Sisk assisting singing "Widrn urn by Robert
hostess Mrs Henry Mckenzie, Frans and "Aufenthalt" by
president, presided in the Schubert
business session
Mrs John Quertermous, viceDevotions were given by the president. announced a silent
chaplain. Mrs W J Pitman. Roll auction of miscellaneous items to
call and treasurer's report were be includet in the February 20
read by Mrs. Paul W Sturm, and program. The meeting will be m
Awe
,
Mrs. Olga Freemen
thetomt of hirl.„,A. W. &MMUS,
correspondence since last 3r., at 12 o'clock, with Mrs. Olga
Mrs.
meeting.
Maurice Freeman assisting hostess.
cRool Bees
gra
Christopher read the secretary's The following members, otherWorking hard as deineralloas for the "Hearts and Flowers- Rail are We.Amiuric, Mrs. Frames report. The president read. her than those previously listed, were
. Preparations are sow underway ter dir Ball that is to be held
sistararrn and Mrs. Doris RO.A
annual letter to the state chapter Present Mesdames George Hart,
ti; ot0.1 ..Sycimnote
Friday. February I!at the Woodmas of the World Building Musk will be peivided by the Trotatigns. in which she related an
(harks F. Hinds. L. J. Hemline.
MUWIRAY EP4Tucovor'
Society
it
will
host
Women'i
the
ball
and
State
The
Murray
one
a.m.
p.m.
to
terrming summary of Chapter lit Alfred Lindsey. Jr., Hugh L:
?ism( mg si ill be from sine
by
io open to members and their guests. Tickets ars 115.01 per couple and reservations can he made
activities curing the past year Oakley, Harry M Sparks and
Imes( tinc sue Rettig -753-1549. Ana Iturke-7S3-7931. or Clarkin. Hammack-753-79M
Follnwing the business meeting Don Fuqua

Heart Fund Program
Presented At Meet
At Duncan Home

FBIRTI-ISj

Murray Branch Of
AUW Holds Meet

Musical Program
Presented At Meet
Kappa Department

Underwood Home Is
Scene Of Shower
gmwth'and'needfor Bride-elect

Rainbow For Girls
Has Regular Meet
Tuesday Evening
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* SPECIAL *

Steak Finger Basket
$ 1 25

Basket Includes . . .
* 5 Delicious Breaded Steak Fingers
* Lettuce & Tomato Salad
* Toasted Sesame Bun
* French Fries
* 10' Drink
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FRIDAY-FEBRUARY 5,
BROOKS CHAPEL I NITED
UNION °soon caTECII
METHODIST CHI. NCH
OW CHRIST
Preaching at 9:30 am. each first Sunday School
a
0 c
..... 110010
and second Sundays
Preaching at 11 a.m, on third Sun Bussing Service
11:30 pm.
Preaching at six p.m. on 4th Sun
AcNuT GROVE
s
CHuS
NORTH FLEA
BETHEL UNITED
CUMBERLAND PRZSBYTERCHURCH
METHODIST
10:00 Am
Preaching 11 am. on lit & 4thRtin. Sundaylimsool
cm.
Preaching 0:241 p.m. an Ind Sunday,Moaing Worahip
Sunday
3rd
on
a.m.
9:30
Preaching
GOSZEN METHODIST
CHURCH
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
TIM and Third Sundays:
METHODIST ClAURCH
10:00
School
assaday
Preaching at 7 pm. istr lit & 3rd
Morning Service. .. . 11:00 a.m.
Sundays
Second and Fourth Sundays:
Preaching at 11 am on 2nd Sun worimop
10:011
Sehool
illundayservies
Preaching at 9.30 a r• on 4th Sun
1:00
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First
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SPRING CREEK BAPTIST

the Valentine

Morning Worship
11:00 am.
Training Union
7:00 p.m.
Evening Worship .... 8:00 p.m.

it the Murray

Morning Worship .... 11:00
6:30 p.m.
'Ura,ning Union
710
Evening Worship

Club held its

eart dinner on

ry

2, at

six-

the evening at

wogram

was

members of the

it of the Murray
Mrs.

Nolan

an autoharp,
soul", a song

he

d

Kodak
-The

TV

Milk-

ky folksong. A

Morning Worship
Training Union
Evening Worship ... •

LIBERTY CIUMEIBBLAND
PRESBYTERIAN

Bership
11:00 a.m.
Training C446011 . •
• II:110 p.m.
Evening Borsht° ... 7.10
POPLAR SPRINGS BAPTIST
CHURCH
Route 3 - Pottertosre.
11:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m.
4:30 u.m.

Morning Worship
Pralning Union
!evening Borsht')

ce,

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
10.46 am
Morning Worship
1:00 PUS
Evening Worship
FIRST ASSEMBLE 01/0013

sang

the

Worship Service
Evening Worship •

"South

utn, Mrs Glen
at

a

.."NIVERSITY rwritcn
OP (HEIST

11:00 Am
7.00 p.m.

MRACE BAPTIST CNITECE
South Ninth Street

Gone

10 46

Morning Worship

i

11 :00 L.M.
. 7:30 p.m.

611 °robin Service ••
Sunday night

HAYMAN CHAPEL
A.M.E. CHURCH
800 lime Mulberry Vitriol

by
"A

from
"He's

cause*
emus ISM ast411IIESENtilload-

MT. PLEASANT VUXESZILAZIa
PREsBYTBRIAN CHURCH

Nolan

piano

lice!,

10:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.

ihmday School
Preaching

Worship Servioe

&XI.

7:90

short

106 North

16th

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

T

Scouts of America have another anniversary February 7
What a blessing the Scout organization has been to countless
youths of America and to all the world.
Every Scout in every troop is a reverent, patriotic
individual who is committed to live apd cork for God and COuntry They
are taught religious obligations by spiritual teachers, Scout leaders and by
their parents.
When a Scout recites, "Oa My Honor." he means it.
believe him
When he says, "I Will Do My Best To Build. Serve and Achieve."
all
Just let him quote, "I Will Do All To The Glory of God," and
of us want to sponsor his troop.
Every boy who becomes a Scout, grows
to be a better man. Encourage every boy to join a troop during their

Street
to 7.0
6:00 p to.

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCE
Clarks H. Moffett. Pastor
9:30 am
Church School
Service of Worship .... 11:00 am

swop RIVER BAPTIST
the

Kappa

nvited tor the
tables

Card

nd white cen-

* WITNIMMts
JEHOVAH.
101 North Fourth Street
George R. Haalarrs
Morning Worship ... 11:00 a.. in. Watchtower Study
10 30 a m
9.30 • m
Evening Worship
. 6.30 P. In- Bible Lecture Sunday
tilgnway 444. New Concord. XT.

ngernent of red

Id

dolls

were

ing room. The

n the Valentine

Stokes Tractor 8 implement Co.

he Boy

Anniversary February 7.13.

School
:11 a-irLadn.
741
:
64
0:
1da
rvi"
rou
yipdachlift
ddAan
nunWorib
fliscon
Sunday /school .... 10:00 a.m.
m.
It :00
Mornintr Worann
MILE% CAN! .018ZUW13
CHURCH
INETEGDIST

rho Sunday:

10:00 157.121.
Sunday School
Seemed Sunday:
10:00
Sunday &Moo'
11700 am.
Worship Service
Third Sunday:
. 00
Sunday S..
Pourth Sunday
,
Worst+, C. 'Sunday School .... 10:45 am.
7111 & Peeler
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday
11:411 ass.
Bible School
. 10:40
Worship Hour
n-at.
Evening Worship
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CILERET CORNER BAPTIST
CHURCH
10 am
Sunday School
11. a.m.
Morning Worship
7 p.m.
Evening Worship

PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH
OF CENTS?
m•rear-Pottormsosi Road
Sunda. School ____ 10:90 AM.
11:110 am
Preach in ir
5:103 pm.
Evening Service

IMPZANVEI. LUTHERAN
eturithrot DAT Avrairriso.
CHURCH
CIFITECH
15th & Main
& illysamoris
Sunday School.......6:45 am
.... 1:00 pm
School
Sabbath
Morning Worship
.0 :30 am. Worship Per
2.00 Om.

Shady Oaks

C ve,il...... P4......p.. Fostv,... 5,,..d.tare
CM* .....
,
.
231 - F 00

.0.

*

e evening were

Massey-Ferguson Sales and Service
Industrial Road
Phone 753-1319

ienry, J. Field
Hibbard,
Dwain Taylor.

., al '

Ktatacke frial ekielitsi

40!

,..",

Randy Thornton Service Co.

Southside Restaurant

"Ws Finger Lickin' Good"

So. Side Manor Shopping Center

Boone's Incorporated

Murray Wholesale
Grocery Co.

Ky. Labe Catfish - Fri. SOK Sat.
Plate Lunches Daily - Banquet Room Facilities
for Marches, Clubs and All Social Meetings
Fresh

Free Delivery on Orders of $2.00 or More
Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwich
Call In Orders 753 7101
Sycamore at 12th

Fere Mrs. Twila

MOBILE HOME COURT
Mayfield Highway 121
Phone 753 5209

°

bert

Air Conditioning -

George

The Cleaner That's Interested In Von

753 3892

Colonial House Smorgasbord

nry Sled&
ng will be held
truary 16, at

A Friend

Masonic Hall.

'I&p

Claude Vaughn

@)03(11))0

1105 Pogue

H.. k E. of S

Saki Evert/

Rebuilt Engines & Transmissions -

Arnefican
Mors

Cain 8 Treas Motor Sales

-

Phone 753-2221

Commercial - Farm - Building Lots
Rosi ntial
and Lake Property - Buying - Selling - Leasing

518 W. Main

Gulf

Sales and Service
Admiral - Tappan - Whiri000i
Phone 753-3037
118 South 12th

Your Gulf Oil Dist.
South 2rid
Phone 753-3571

-.-_

Murray Sport 8 Marine

Corvette Lanes, blc.

718 South 4th,

641 Super Shell

Ph. 753 7400

Boat Motel

Bowling at i ti Bost - Fins Food
1415 Main Street

Dunn TV 8 Appliance

Iov•tt Brothers
(AeJ-L

Bliestilbee P.T.D.
502 N. 4th St.
753 3251

.5
North 12th Street

ttPFDaily-oBr-

Fnwereller All Occasions

Real Estate Agency

Victor - Frigidaire - Maytag
Phone 753 4832
403 Maple

RCA

Shopping Store
I 14- So. iith.---753 3773

Your Happy

Shirley florist

Guy Spann

..

Ward 8 Elkins

ei3Perk

Tuesday at 1 p.m. - Ph. 7534134

•

Ambassador - Rebel - Hornet - Gremlin
Top Quality Used Cars
FM' Points
Phone 753-6448

Lassiter Auto Sales

Bel Air Shoppog Center

Phone 753 1489

Wm. E. Dodson, Owner
-1-Tog-s

Radiators
Repaired - A Complete Parts Department
Phone 7534424
605 Maple Street
Phone 753-2221
North 12th Creel
-.

12th

1.

__-

VI

Penny Chicken - Pizza - Spaghetti
Free Delivery on Orders of $2.00 or More
Phone 753-2907
12th & Chestnut

Henny

.

10119-1

Repairs .1 Installation - Gas A Sewer
501 N 4th
Phone.753-6168

.Murray Auto Parts_,
'

Storey's Food Giant

Your Uni Royal Tire Dealer

Murray Livestock Company

Plumbing, Heating and Air Conditioning
Commercial and Residential - SaISS & &woks

.. _ .

Trenholm's Drive-In

Carroll Tire Service

A Choice Selection of Relishes - Salads Meats
- Vegetables and Desserts
Fast Service - Open Sundays
Hwy. 641 Nortl,
Phone 753-2700

Heating

Service Through Knowledge
Commorcial Refrigeration
802 Chestnut
Phone 753-8181

•-advisor, Mrs.
son,
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NEW CON CORD
CHURCH OF CHRIST
10:00 &AL.
Bible Mamma ....
10 50 A (II
Worship & Preaching
7:00 P215.
•
Wrenn:La Worship
ELM GROVE
BAPTIST CHURCH
10.00 an,
Sunday School
Worship 11:00 a.m. and 7.00 p.m
THE CHURCH OF Matti
CHRIST OP LATTER-DAT
SAINTS
Notting held In the white chapel
GOOD SHEPHERD 171011VD
METRODIPT CHURCH
trormorts New Mope and
0•11411, Springs Cliirieshosi
Church /shoot
10:60
11100
Worship Service
PALESTINE UNITEDI
FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
miersopiar CHURCH
THIS sag Mori* Strome
Sunday School at 10 a.M. emosst
Morning Worship
on 3rd Sunday at 11 a.m.
8:45 & 10:60 a.m. Preaching: let Sunday at 11 a..n3.
EIRAPET BAPTIST CHURCH
3rd Sunday at 10 a.M.
11:00 am.
Morning Worship
MARTINS CRAP= IINT11810
7 7 10 p.m
Evening Worship
METHODIST CHURCH
MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
:se &EL
Wenthip Service .
Male Street a* 1410
Cblirsh School
11:00
Sunday School
111:14 a.m.
Morning Worship
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Evening Worship:
4:30 p.m. EXITED METHODIST CHURCH
(Sept -March)
10:46 PAR
p.m.
1:30
Morning Worship
(April-Aug.)
4:00 p.m
Evening Worship
NEW MOUNT CARMEL
MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
SCIENCE
CHRISTIAN
10:05 a.m.
Sunday School
SERVICES
11:00 AM.
Morning Worship
Partner Ave and 10th Street
4:20
Worship
/evening
11.05 a.sn
Sunday
FLINT BAPTIST CHURCH
11.00 a.m.
School
10:00 a.m. Sunday
Sunday School
a.m
11:00
Worship
Morning
SALEM BAPTIST CHURCH
7:30 pia
10:00 Ant.
Evening Worship
Sunday Schon?
11:00 am
Morning Worship
7:11 p.m.
Seeming Worth''
,

11:00 a.m.
6:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

WEST FORE BAPTIST

HAZEL ItAi TIlif CHURCH
S. E. Winchester, paeber

Vernon Shown.
the

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS
Services held at 16th and Sycamore
10:00 gen
Sunday School
CALVARY TEMPLE FIRST
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH OF GOD
Merry & Chestnut
10:00 A.M.
Sunday school
11:00 A.M.
Morning Worship
7:30 PM.
Evening Worship
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH
310 'roan Ava
10 A.M
Sunday School
Sunday Evening Worship .. 7 P H.
CHURCH
MURRAY
WEST
OF CHRIST
South Ilth Street
10:JO ars.
Sandia, Wtoshis
Sundae Nara* - ONO p.m

II :00 a.m.
OAR GROVE CUMBERLAND Morning Worship
Tntinnuf Union
PlIZSBYTERIAN CHUSCE
6:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m. Evening Woashlp
Sunday School
4 :30 p.m.
11:00 a_m
Morning Worship
7:00 p
LOCUST °nova
Evening Wergild',
5.00 p.M.
CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE
••
IrTF
Kirksey. Kentucky
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
111 N. Fifth Street
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
unday Night Service
Worship Hour .... r. 10:10 a.m. ,
1:00 p.m.
Evening Service
7:00 Cm.

11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
,Night rervioe .. 7:00 nen
Swills
Mrs.

10:00 Am.
6:30 P.m-

Esagiuccrigs.
BAPTIST CHURCH

rs. Joe Prince

sin Greenery"

ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
CHURCH
Main A broach Streets
5:10 a.m
Sunday School
Morning Worship . . 10 - 30 a.m
Third
Holy Communion Each
Sunday at 10:30

.. 111104
11:60

Worship Service ....
Training Union

SMILING SPRINGS BAPTIST
CEVECH

artment ol the

"On Mg II.

SCOTTO GROVE BAPTIST

11 00 a.m.
7:00 p.m.

Worship Service
Evening Service

1111211ZAT CHURCH OW
'
THE NAZAWEIVE
South 13th and Plainview
&An
10.00
Sunday School
11 :00 am.
Morning Worship
TEMPLE NELL
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
Preaching:
a.M.
First and Third Sundays at 11
Preaching:
a.m.
930
at
Sunday"
lad and 4th
EIIIISELLS CHAPEL
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
Preaching:
a.m.
First and Third Sundays 930
Preaohing:
a.m.
271d and 4th Sunders at 11

Sunday

Church &shoot
Worahlp Service

NORTHSIDE BAPTIST

gram
At Meet
irtment

v.0 iro

NEW PROVIDING%
CRUICE OF clasps.
111111EVIST VETTED
Weans, -Echoed
Ain.
MITHIMIS% CEITICE
Morning Worship
11 am. Worship Service:
Evening Worship .... 0:30 p.m
11I$ a.m. & 7:00 pen
111171111AT cinitsrian
01113Elli PLAIN CIFIYIKE
OF CHRIST
CM:ECM
10:46 am.
Morning Worship
Wow Ran - *rd 46 Maple
7:00 p.m.
Inning Worship
Slide School
910 a.m. Wiad. Bible Study
1:35 p.m.
Worship Berries
10:41
IT. LEO CATHOLIC CEURCH
Evenhtg Berries
401 N. 12th Street
7:04 p.m.
Roy. Martin Matthias. easier
UNITED PRNTA(OSTAL
11 Am.,11. a.m. and
Masses:
Sunday
Chit Rs tt
4:30 p.m.
New Concord on Hwy 444
COLD WATER UNITED
10 : 00 £10
Sunday School
ME tHOWIST CHURCH
Morning Worship .
11 :00 Am
Jim Baker. tamisr
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.

Free Pick-Up and Delivery

$10 00 per month, 14 ft. Boat

Phone 753 2202

Complete Service Shop

Phone 753-7724

Open 4:00 a.m. South 12th Street

Close 12:00 p.m.
Phone 753 9131

ary•

Peck'sUphoistery Shop

Max H. Churchill Funeral Horne

Jri
ries
11 Drink

'The Friendly Funeral Horn*"
21 Hr. Ambulance Service - Oxygen Equip,)ed
311 No 4th Street
Phone 753 4612

A Friend

Wayne Darnell Outboard
Marine

Murray Warehouse Corp., inc.

Your Johnson Meters Dealer
Sales, Parts, Service - Complete Seating Supplies
94 E at Murray Bait Co.
Phone 753 3734

Grecian Steak House
TON! „ANDREWS YOUR HOST
Chops - Sectood Plates - Sandwiches
Specials' Mon., Sirloin Stoat- - Tito., Itlboye Ste 1

steaks -

Wed., Gro:ind Sirloin • Thurs., Chicken - Fri., Fish
\o. 121It Est. 641 Call In Orders to 753 4419

.

, •

Tune-Up 8
Carburetor Service ..

Palace Drive-In
Five

Compliments

A Friend

.

E. W. Outimd, Supt.
ne 753 8220
,L
-

YAW .Ftrillizet Needs"
KS'.
Phone 753 1933

•

Lifetime Muffler Instillatien A Service.
Tailpipes Made to-Order for Cars and Ito .1s
Pantie 753 $119
\orth 4th Street

Co-Operative Corp.
Fnune 753-5012

Compliments of

•

SorvIng

.Sholar's

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
.... _
Healing - Sheet Metal
Air Conditioning
8th-at Chestnut
Phone 753 48S2

Cain & TiVlor Gulf Service
1 sed ( ars
-Minor Repairs
-7', 7 S$62
ly,
Nii.710 7 .
i'Ai,

ar

•

Farm

Families Since 111311
Phone 753 2924

Industrial Road

Kentucky Lake Oil Company
Jobbers of Shell Oil Products
Murray and Mayfield

,

Susie's Cafe

Auto Repair

.

'Boars

West Ky. Rural Electric

of

Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association

Complete Banking Service - Member FDIC
Phone 753 3231
500 Main
Branch Office So. 12th & Story - 753.6655

Jas D. Clopton - DOI.

Hutson Chtmkal Co., inc.
"For All
Mii!1.1

Phone 753 7992

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.

(rain Division

Holmes Ellis,

Points

William A. Jones. Owner 15 Years Experience
Furniture Upholstered - We Pick Up & Deliver
520 So. 4th
Phone 753.7494

--. - .--299 South 7th

•

-

National Hotel Building

Phone 753 li51

Neal Starks
MOBIL
HOME SALES
Sales and Service
We Specialize in Double wide Mobile
Homes
ri Mi \Mill 01 Nlor r,. -i,
i 6,11 Pli. 753 6;34
__ __ ... __
_--.

Lynhurst Resort
s,
. Col. and Mrs. Thomas Z. Sisson - Owners
__

.7,376
!‘i US 23450.t.r. Ct
,
/.1 .'

1

TH
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fifty From County File
Fi Application For Degree

T- Bi

A record number of 448 midyear candidates for graduation
have filed applications for
degrees at Murray State
University.
Among that number are 407
who have filed for bachelor's
degrees, 40 for master's degrees,
and one for the specialist in
education degree. The exact
number of graduates will be
determined when university
officials have completed a check
to certify that requirements have
been met.
Forty-one students earned
master's degrees and 362 were
awarded bachelor's degrees at
the conclusion of the fall
semester a year ago.
Candidates for graduation
represent 17 states and three
foreign countries, with a great
majority from Kentucky, according to Wilson Gantt, dean of
admissions and registrar.
No formal mid-year graduation
exercise is held at Murray State.
Students who complete degree
requirements receive their
diplomas by mail. They may
return at the end of the spring
semester in June to participate in
cap and gown commencement
ceremonies.
Among the candidates for
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degrees are fifty from Calloway
County:
Eff Weeks Birdsong, Jr., Carol
Teresa Collins, Carole Grant
Crouch, Linda Kay Farley,
Robert Gayle Griffith, Jane Paris
•',4041P9P11
,
"
Hall, Jerry Edd Hendon, Lana
11,
Garner Proter, Michael L. Smith,
Joseph William Zier, Billy Joe
Pucket, Gregory Scott Berry,
Lloyd Thomas Brown, Bettie Sue
Bucy, Glenn Thomas Bumpous,
Joseph Garmon Chaney, William
Mac Coleman, Michael Joseph
Craven, Camelia Jane Dtuut,
Richard Lowell Edmonds,
milseaste.
Gerald Joseph Gaeta, Patricia
Parker Green, James W. Greer;
John Roy Griffin, Janis Southard
Hicks, Sheldon L. Jones, Luna P.
Kelso, Carlisle M. Lancaster,
Thomas Warren Lassiter,
Dorothy Jean Lund, Richard
Dale Maddox, Phyllis Gammon
McBrude,
Donald Richard McKee,
Phyllis Mitchell Nanny,John Otis
Pasco, Jr., Patsy Falwell Pittman; Robert William Rodgers,
Jr., Don Raburn Rogers,
Stephanke Ann Purchell Rose,
Joseph Allen Shroat, Rebecca
Jane Tarry, Diana Sue Tatlock,
Janice E. Thompson, Oscar G,
Turner, Jr., Glinda Joyce Tutt, Z.
ECUADORIAN FISH TRAP—Two North American fishing
Diance Vaughan, Edward Mason
boats are intercepted by the Ecuadorian gunboat Quito
West, Jr., William 0. Wood,
(top) for fishing in territorial waters. The Coimbra
Elizabeth Kathleen Woods, and
(center) paid a fine of $17,750 and the Jeanette was
Gene Brooks Wright.
fined $65,550 for alleged violations.

41104116ismilim

Three-time winner
- Bill
NicKechnie managed three different club, to National
League pennants, winning'in
1925 with Pittsburgh, in 1928
with
the Cardinals and
1939-40 with the Reds.

DRUG

Phone 753-127Z
*
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
We Have It—We Will Get It —Or It Can't Be Had

g.2 P143"

VO

DON'T
KID
AROUND
ON YOUR

C

;C

Preparing your income tax
return is for from child's
ploy. You need to receive
every legitimate deduction. H & R BLOCK will
prepare, check and guarantee your return for accuracy. So stop kidding
yourself. Bring your return to H & R BLOCK.

a

BOTH
FEDERAL
AND
STATE

LIFE

GUARANTEE
ac7urete preparation of every tax r
errors that cost you any penalty or
If we make c •
interest, we will pay that penalty or interest.

We poisrantee

14'It

ELL,Aveicco.

AMERICA'S LARGEST TAX SERVKE WITH OVER 5000 OFFICES
National Hotel Bldg., Murray, Ky., Ph. 753-9204
9 a.m.-9 p.m. Mon.—Fri.
9 a.m.-5 p.m. Sat.
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

ONTV

TOM
DBE
TODAY!
SPIRIT OF KENTUCKY
THE

WPSD—Channel 6
Thursday, 5:25 p.m.
Friday, 5:25 p.a.

a.Saturday
WLAC—Chatuiel 5
Thursday, 9:55 p.m.
Friday, 7:55 p.m
Saturday, 5:25 p.m.
EMBEFITON FOR
pp OP BY THE TOM
rrlMtAITTEe
GOVeRNOR
TREAStiRER
-KENTUCKY S
MORTON
THRUSTON
40601
HONORABLE
KENTUCKY
THE
FRANKFORT.
CLAIR
1011.1,151

Spring Planting
Season Now Here
Another Spring Planting emphasized. "Trees can be set
Season is here again. Boyce under the Agricultural ConMcCuiston, County Ranger for servation Program through the
Calloway County reminds all A.S.C.S. Office in your County.
landowners to get their orders in For additional information about
your
asearly as you can for the Spring cost-aharing contact
A.S.C.S. Office, County Ranger
Planting of Tree Seedlings.
The State Nurseries operated or a Service Forester."
by the Kentucky Division of To find out more about tree
Forestry will provide trees to be planting and what it can mean to
set by the Kentucky landowners. you, contact the Kentucky
The Westvaco Paper Company Division of Forestry at 304 West
in Wickliffe will match tree Walnut Street, Mayfield, Kenseedlings again this spring with tucky or Boyce McCuistion,
all landowners on Loblolly pine, County Ranger for Calloway
Short-leaf pine, and White pine County at 753-3067 will be glad to
assist you. Time to plant trees is
species.
Westvaco gave away nine approaching again, get your
million seedlings to tree farmers orders in now. Applications for
to plant and provided thousands tree seedlings are available at
with free consulting service on the District Office in Mayfield.
the management of their land,
last year. They also planted 13k4
million seedlings on their own
FO; CORRECT
land in 1969.
-Plahting trees is not expensive, the money from trees
can help make a better future for
DAY OR NIGHT
your children, and in some cases
may even provide help in 'old
age" McCuiston said.
-The growing demands for
wood and this regions favorable
market location bring more wood
users into West Kentucky," he
added.
"Let's be ready!" the ranger

Environmental Program
Planned By Farm Agency
Development of the 1971 Rural set up their programs within the ;
Environmental Assistance State-- provisions inchiding
Program (REAP) in Kentucky practices they determine as
will get underway immediately, needed from their 1970 program.
according to officials of the State At both State and county levels
Agricultural Stabilization and the development groups will
Conservation Service who have consult with environmental and
just returned from Columbia, civic leaders.
South Carolina, where they met REAP, formerly known as the
with Washington officials to learn Agricultural Conservation,
details of this conservation cost- Program I ACP), provides for I
oof
rost-sharing
sharing program of the U.S. Federal
Department of Agriculture.
beneficial conservation practices
with farmers, but has been
Attending the Columbia restructured to place greater
meeting from KeSuckY.. was emphasis on those agricultural
State ASC Committeeman Paul practices with will contribute the
L. Fuqua, Hardinsburg, Kenmost to environmental imtucky. Attending-from the State
provement.
ASCS Office at Lexington were:
A major consideration in
Homer V. Yonts, State Executive
authorizing cost-sharing, par}Carrick
and
Director, Roger H.
ticipants in the Columbia
Roger W. Thomas, Program
meeting were told, will be the
Specialist.
resulting public benefits of the
Kentucky's share of the $150
conservation practices installed
million national REAP apby farmers.
e
propriation is $4,478,000. At the
Dates for REAP signup will be
meeting,the State delegation was
announced soon after the
told that it is essential that they
development meetins by the
develop a "REAP investment
State and County ASC Complan that will serve as the basis
mittees.
for using the program's allotted
The two-day meeting at
funds to help solve the urgent
Columbia was one of five similar
conservation and pollution
meetings held in other parts of
problems in your State." The
the country during January.
speaker was Ray Hunter,
Other meetings were held at
Director of the ASCS ConBoston (Jan. 14 and 151; Phoenix
servation and Land Use
(Jan. 18 and 19); Salt Lake City
Programs Division.
In outlining the goals of (Jan. 21 and 22): Columbia, S. C.
( Jan. 25 and 26 ) and Kansas City.
REAP,Hunter said they would be
Mo. lJan, 28 and 29).
to improve the quality of life for
all people by , preventing or
abating environmental pollution, HUNTER'S STORY
providing the maximum public
SOUTHAMPTON, N.Y. (UPI)
benefit, and conserving the land —Frederick
Augustin, n, was
and related natural resources so stopped by a
trooper for a
as, to (waive their • "continuing ratittrie
Mitre Week- WOE-esability to produce the food and day. When he
opened his truck
fiber necessary for the main- there were
236 dead ducks an
tenance of a strong, healthy 121 dead
pheasants.
people and economy, and to
Augustin told authorities he
provide for wildlife, open space, wanted to
deliver the dead
landscape beauty, and outdoor birds to the
Suffolk County
recreational opportunities."
work farm at Yaphank, for
Earlier this month, Secretary which he would
receive a total
of Agriculture Clifford M. Har4ilin of $1,660 in
federal tax
said REAP "will be used to help deductions for charitable
donapreserve our environment, tions.
demonstrate good environmental
enhancement practices, and
return more public benefits at Stop, thief!.
less public cost."
CHICAGO (UPI) - Luis
State ASC Committeeman Aparicie joined the White Sox
Fuqua said the Rural En- in 1956 and promptly .won
vironmental Assistance Program nine straight base stealing titles
of a way through which farmers with seNeri at Chicago and.
can join in community-wide Iwo in Baltimore.
efforts inconservation and environmental protection.
Costs will be shared with
farmers in projects to prevent or
By Kirkir & Hansen
...
abate agrictulture-realted
pollution of water, land, and air
IgrIAVANON
foi community benefits. Other
projects will help assure efficient
multipurpose use in providing an
adequate supply of food, fiber,
forest products, water, wildlife,
apaas space, and- outdoor
recreational opportunities.
Farmer-elected County ASC
Committees will administer
REAP,operating under a locallyBirthday of
developed program. Fuqua
ADLAII:WING STEVENSON
explained that the State
1900 -.1965
Development Group wilt first
American Diplomat
Delegate to the United Nations
establish the State-wide REAP
Governor of Illinois
guideiinesandprovisions. County
Development Groups will then

POSTP PERSONALITS
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Tired of Your Own Cooking?
Como To

HAZEL CAFE
and Try Our
* FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH
STEAKS
* COUNTRY HAMS AND
Reservations)
For
(Call
Private Dining Room
7 Pao Oleg*
6 a.m. to IS p.m.
—
GALL1MORE
C
— J

TIME and
TEMPERATURE

.411111116.

75-pc63

The people we lend money to
tell us what to do.

K

F_ 0 P I. S

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

PARKER FORD INC.
Murray, Ky.
53-5273
LARGE VOLUME____- LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

We lend money to farmers and ranchers.
sta
Nobody else. And the people who borrow
buy stock in PCA. That way, they tell us
what to do.,They decide who is really going
to run our operation.
It's a great arrangement. We end up
being owned and operated by the people
service. So we
who need—and use
know all about their special money needs.
z, Supplies, equipment, maintenance, extra
sA
—
help, medical bills, educational expenses.
-3 And we know how to tailor repayment pro'4.nvicji, grams to their production and income.
Talk over your money needs—any season of the year —with a seasoned money
pro: the man at PCA
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Jackson Purchase Production
. Credit Association
Keys Keel, Office Manager
Phone 753-5602
305 North 4th Street
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clean electric heatig
Winter will never be the same when you install electric heating.
You'll have the warmth you want, without drafts or cold spots. Without dirty by-products.
Even zero weather (or below) doesn't-faze an electric heating
system.
And electric heating is so flexible that you can keep temperatures
at the exact level you find most comfortable in various rooms. Simply
by setting thermostats.
If you like, we'll help you choose the system that best fits your
needs, then assist in plans for its installation. At no cost to you.

ELECTRICITY 411116
DOES /T BEST! '-------

Murray Electric System
E. S. Ferguson, Superintendent
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1971 Heart Fund Campaign
Gets Underway In Kentucky

Tappan -Oven
Reported OK

"MY to
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at Bowling Green and Louisville,
By Lois Campbell
with traveling clinics in 36 major
T. B. Clark, President of the
Bureau
State News
*man Division, reported today
FRANKFORT, K Y . — centers throughout the comOat all three electronic ovens
Approximately 47,000 Kentucky monwealth—all for medically
currently marketed by Tappan
volunteers will be working during indigent patients.
have received clearance from the
the month of February in support Heart Fund Dollars also are
U„ S. Department of Health,
of the annual Heart Fund Drive. used to make heart information
Eiducation and Welfare with
Highlights of the campaign will and referral services available to
respect to radiation emission.
be a statewide "Coffee Day," all Kentuckians; to present
,"Because we pioneered in
Feb. 2 and a statewide house-to- programs about heart disease in
electronic cooking, and have
house solicitation on "Heart schools throughout the state; to
sponsor medical symposiums
been selling electronic ovens for
Sunday," Feb. 21.
15 years, we had more units in the
Proceeds from the Heart Fund outlining the latest advances in
field to be tested
than our
Campaign will be used to the fight against heart disease for
competitors, and the surveys
maintain free permaaent clinics professionals.
Funds also will be allocated for
took longer to complete" Clark
a continued program of public
added.
education, conveyed through
Tappan introduced the first
television, radio, magazines and
electronic oven for use in the
te press; and for thousands of
home in 1955 in the form of a
educational pamphlets
built-in single oven. In 1965, the SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS. These fifteen freshmen were awarded final payments of their Murray
distributed throughout the state
first over-under electronic State University Alumni Association scholarships totaling $1,000 here Tuesday. They are as follOWS:
each year.
cooking center was built by Larry Wayne Gray, Utica; Danny Mac Gilkey, Hopkinsville; Roy Michael Chandler, Hick:Mira;
Research awards totaling
Tappan, and in 1970 a countertop Randall Hahn, Louisville; Janice Kay Bright, Cunningham; Linda Turley, Providence; Judith
$1,587,012 have been made by the
Watkins Bershear, Benton; Stephen Hoishouser, Boaz; Richard West, Murray; Michael Jones,
model was added.
Kentucky Heart Assn. during the
One of the other "firsts" also Paducah; Matt Sparkman, Vice-president for student affairs; and Mandl Vinson, secretary of
past 11 years. Chairs of Heart
ieveloped by Tappan was the Alumni Association. Not pictured are Tommy Shelton Coil, Bardwell; Karen Lynn Kummer,
Research Are supported at the
addition of a browning element Louisville; Anita Elaine Hawkins, Willisburg; Kathy Ann Puckett, Hodgenville; and Vicki Diane
University of Kentucky and the
within the electronic oven Slayton, Melber.
Ken Holshouser, Boaz; Michael
University of Louisville. In adBecause of the fast cooking
Eugene Jones, Paducah; Kathy
dition, $130,000 was allocated for
limes, many foods cooked
Ann Puckett, Hodgenville; Judith
research scholarships to medical
Nectronically do not brown. The
Watkins, Benton;.. Vicki
Ann
students during this period.
gappan patented browning
Diane Stayton, Melber; 'Linda
:sr
Former Sen. Thruston B.
jelement, which is used in conGaye Turley, Providence; and
Morton, of Louisville, is state
junction with microwave energy,
Richard Lane West, Murray.
chairman of the 1971 Kentucky
.John T. Vinson
makea both speed and browning
Alumni scholarships at Murray
Heart Fund Campaign. Mrs. S.
Commander
mosible in electronic cooking.
Lieutenant
Navy
director of alumni affairs and tate are financed by the Century
Garnett Bale, of Elizabethtown,
Jack
The current hoe of electronic Fifteen
Mr.
freshmen
were
Vinson,
son
of
T.
association secretary.
which consists of business, Jolla
Club,
state "Heart Sunday" chairis
Hardin,
Tappan
marketed
by
1,
1rnodels
awarded final payments of their
Route
Scholarship winners for the )rganizations and individuals F„ Vinson of
graduated from the man.
includes over-under Model 77- Murray State University Alumni
was
Ky.,
^ontrihoting 1100 or more to the
current school year are:
.'1399, with an electronic upper Association scholarships totaling
Armed Forces Staff college,
Janice Kay Bright, Cun- Ssociation. The Century Club
:oven, and a conventional self- $7,000 in a special awards
Norfolk. Va.
Michael
Chandler,
drive, held each spring, is now in
ningharn; Roy
cleaning oven below; a built-in meeting Tuesday.
Hickman; Tommy Shelton Coil, progress.
,double oven Model 57-1920 with Checks were to each 1970-71
Museum offer
Bardwell; Danny Mac Gilkey, The Century Club also sponsors
;one electronic oven and one scholarship recipient for the Hopkinsville; Larry Wayne the
HOLLYWOOD (liPI). -$500 distinguished Professor
conventional self cleaning oven, second half of the $500 scholarUtica; Randall Lee Hahn awards presented at the annual "The Nlovielipil Waft Museum
Gray,
land the countertop Model 56-1139. ship total by Mancil Vinson.
in Ifuetia Park; Calif will give
and Karen Lynn Kummer, alumni banquet each spring.
Elaine Student candidates for alumni free admission to anyone who
Anita
Louisville;
Hawkins, Willisburg; Stephen scholarships are recommended presents a genuine autograph
115 r
by high school counselors and 14 any -of
whose wax figures appear on
principals
on
the
bases
of
ployment budget" idea adopted
•
displa)s.
by the President for 1972. This scholarship and leadership.
idea relates spending each year
to revenues that would be
-Kentucky taxpayers will be or increase the amount that generated under existing Oases
required to pay out ap- Kentucky taxpayers will have to and full employment rather than
whether to actual acticipated revenues. It
proximately $2,544,120,000 in bear depending on
more. would permit sanguine acspends
or
Congress
cuts
Federal taxes as their share of
The State Chamber noted that ceptance of two successive
the cost of the Federal spending
spending deficits in 1971 and 1972 totaling
budget of $229.2 billion proposed the $229.2 billion
fiscal
1972 $30.2 billion, or only $3.7 billion
for
estimate
by President Nixon for the
Federal fiscal year beginning represents an increase of $16.4 less than the two-year deficit of
July 1, 1971, according to an billioe over the current estimate $33.9 billion in 1967 and 1968 which
estimate today by the Kentucky of $2118 billion for fiscal 1971. as a major factor generating
which in turn exceeds the 1970 the inflation of the last few years.
Chamber of Commerce.
This estimate was based on the outlay total by $16.2 billion. These
increases totaling Ryan
signs
Chamber's calculations that two spending
twoKentucky taxpayers bear 1.11 per o$32.6 billion compare with a
HOLLYWOOD
((PI)
from
year increase of $17.8 billion
cent of all Federal taxes.
Robert Ryan signed 14 plati
1968
to
1970.
The
statewide
business
The Chamber suggested that a supporting role in da•
organization pointed out that any
challenge and verwion of jarqu..line Susaim;
change which Congress may Congress should
rlieLove Machine- at Coconmake in this mudget will reduce carefully study the future
lumbia Pictures.
sequences of the "full em-

Fifteen Receive Final
Scholarship Payments

td ranc.bem.
who borrow
they tell us
realty going

We end up
r the people
rvice. So we
ioney needs
lance, extra
al expenses.
oayment prond income.
s — any seaoned money

ucticin

i90

)1

as
CONFUSED. Gladys Jaco, Hardin, registers for the spline
semester at Murray State University. Miss Jaco Is a jankie9,1
majoring in English and minoring in sociology. Murray State NO
the last regional university to adopt the accelerated semester"
system, which will begin next fall. The new plan wW make it91
,
possible for students to finish final exams before leaving for the'
)
:09
Christmas holidays.
iPhoto by Wilson Woolly)._

t s JUST GOpD SENSE to

Sentucky Taxpayers Pay

753 5602

utt

9h

4.11% Of Federal Taxes

One of the courteous
officers at our
institution which
gives the highest
interest on put
money
'10,000 Minimum

2 years

How every dollar
of savings can be

;

1g.
thng

.es
Dly

HOW TO
PAY
MORE
FOR
YOUR
NEW CAR.

earning

-CHICANOS RIOT IN LOS ANGELES—Sheriff's deputies
tussle with a youtli during violent skirmishes with
Mexican-American youths in East Los Angeles following a window-breaXine. looting rampage. One man was
—ffiOt and WW1 antforr east 4t-crthers injured.

The joy of Security.
because you are
saving where Nnir
money is growing
at

The real pleasure
of compounded
cash when it is
needed
"Extra Earnings' Passbooks withdrawals
immediately available after funds left

Pay too much for your Auto Loan.
Instead of our low,low bank rates
See us before you buy and pay less for your new car

on deposit initial 90 days
No minimum

"Where You Save Does Make A Difference"

PLES-

EARN THE COMMUNITY'S HIGHEST RATES
INTEREST-PAID QUARTERLY ON ALL CERTIFICATES & PASSBOOKS

Cy
NURRAYI ICY.

Advisory Board:
Dr Ralph H. Woods

FDIC

JAC.KIE AND ESCORT AT. BALLET--Accompaniettiy_ her
daughter, Caroline. Jackie Onassis ,aiid her escort, photographer Rairnundo Delawaine, go backstage to visit
with star Rudolf Nureyei after a-performance. tif the
Austi Alan afilet in New York.

Mr W R. "Bob" Perry

MURRAY BRANCH
HopkInsvIlle Focliarol Savings
and Loon Association

Officials:
Bruce Thomas, Mgr
Bobby Groot
Helen Foley

304 1 Main - Murray

Phone 753-7321

1
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TELEVISION SCHEDULE
WSM-4

WSIX-8

WLAC-5
UNDAY

6:30
7:00
7:05 Farm Digest .
7:15 Report
7:30 Movie
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30 Hot Dog
10:00 Jambo
1030 Herald of Truth
11:00 Worship
11:30 This is the Life
12:00 Meet ThP
12:30 Frontiers of Faith
1:00 The Champions
2:00"3 Faces West"
2:30
3:00
3:30 The Newsmakers
4:00 Exp. in TV
4:30
5:00 TBA
5:30 News
6:00 Scene at Six
6:30 Disneyland
7:00
7:30 Bill Cosby

Sunrise Semester
Tom & Jerry

House of Worship
Sego Bros.

• Live Coverage Of Apollo 14
Splashdown Set For Tuesday
By JACK GAYER

World Tomorrow
Wonderama

Penelope Pistop
Carl Tipton
Jubilee
Look up 81 Live
Oral Roberts
Face The Nation
Nevertheless
Face the Nation
Animal World
Roy Skinner
NHL Hockey

Johnny Quest
Cattanooga Cats
Bullwinkle
Discovery
Flipper
Pet Set
News Con!.
Soul of The City
NBA Basketball

Big Valley
Movie
Spell Down
Report
Roger Mudd
I-Rs-sie Hogan's Heroes
Ed Sullivan

NEW YORK ILJPI) - The
three television networks'
scheduling for 3:30 p.m. Tuesday, Feb. 9 has this unanimous
listing,.: Live coverage of the
splashlown of the Apollo 14
moon spaceship in the Pacific.
The new week is on the
meager side in the matter of
special programs. NBC has an
Abraham Lincoln Assassination
documentary Friday, and Bob
Hope's, annual golf tourney on
Saturday. CBS airs a Mojave
Desert special Saturday. ABC
offers a musical special on
Tuesday.
Highlights:

ABC's "Alias Smith And
Jones" at 7:30 has "The Girl In
Boxcar No. 3." Controversy over
transfer of $50,000 withdrawn
from a bank just before it fails.
"Escape" is the NBC "Ironside" fare at 8:80. Two Latin
American brothers are determined to bring a murderer to
justice.
"The CBS Thursday Night
Movies" at 9 rescreens 1965's
-The Cincinnati Kid," starring
Steve McQueen as a man willing to stake his life for the title
of the world's best poker player.
FRIDAY

SUNDAY

Desert

Classic

god

RUSHING

CHORLEY, England (UPI)

the

was
tourney

Winters

0:
-

CBS, NBC, ABC have scheduled coverage of the splashdown of the Apollo 14 moon
'spacecraft in the Pacific to begin at 3:30 p.m.; splashdown at
approximately 4 o'clock.
NBC preempts Don Knotts'
hour at 7:30 to repeat "It
Couldn
'
t Be

"
impossible
" projects in

Veterans Administration,

232X. 810 Vermont Ave., NW, Washington, D.C. 20420
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Barrows became so excited she burly policeman led him into a
'
t until Bedford had
had her child in the wreckage. cell. It wasn
Wednesday, hospital authorities banged angrily on the cell door
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Singers.
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Town Council
:50 Wild Kingdom
.30 Apollo 14 Coverage Apollo 14 Covers.*

American Bandstand
Apollo lr Coverage

I
•

:00 Mater Roberts
:39 Ray Mears

Outdoors
Death ellen DAYS

Wrestling
Bile Andersori

A&
Z

00 Basketball:
:30
F Pride vs.

Children's
Festival

Film

Sports Chaltenge
Pro Bowlers Tour

CBS Galt Classic
CBS Gott Classic

Pro Bowlers Tour
Pro Bowlers Tour

Auburn
ID
:3ft Basketball

2
AP

4
5

:00 Del Reeves
:30 Nashville Music
1. Wilburn Oros.
:X Porter Wo0oner

SATURDAY

Movie:
"Toy Tiger"

AO Andy Williams

.30 Moyle.

Aio

"Night Pi
leuilme"

the

Lawrence Well
Pearl Bailey
Pearl 54 1)00.
Young Lawyers

o

:00 News,'new , Sots. News; Wthr ; Sports
Perry Mason
.30 Deed Frost
.20 Oilvid

•

Frost

:OD AveNliers

:30 &veneers

power

steering

Or

buy

NBC's "The Men From Shiloh" at 7:30 p.m. offers "The
Angus

News; Wthr ; Meets
Basketball:

Perri/ Masan
Perry Mason

Vanderbilt
Georsia

Movie

killing of a herd of cattle. Guest
players:

Van

Johnson,

Dina

Merrill,

Ruth

Roman,

Chill

Wills.
NBC
'
s "Kraft Music Hall" at
9 offers Eddy
a

Arnold as host on

variety hour featuring

David

Frye, Loretta Lynn, Marty Rob-

Spool Fury 2-Door Hardtop

bins and the Young Americans.

NBC's "Four-in-One: The
World

of

Martin

Del

ton " Effort to lead fantasizing
12-year-old boy back to reality.
Guest players include Jim Hutton, Kate Woodville and Pamela
Ferdin.
THURSDAY
NBC
'
s Flip

Wilson

"Colo Two"

Dick
Dick

Feldon,

Hal

Frazier,

303 So. 4th Street

Modern

Hazz Quartet.

t)

--staffing

. -

George Peppard,
Vincent Edwards

Show
Fine motion pictures everyone
will enjoy, but programrned
especially for the insomniacs

TONIGHT
"Invasion U.S.A."
starring Gerald Mohr, Peggie Castle

MAC
TV 5
0000140001:00
FRIDAY SATURDAY
'AND SUNDAY 10 30 PM

PERRY
MASON
Television's most famous
Detective-Attorney with a
full weekend's intriguing plots
and excitingactioni

-

Plymouth

Scamp 2-Door Hardtop

PP)PRIII
IA
paucsourao ODA*.

TAYLOR MOTORS, INC.

at

"The Victors"

Murray, Kentucky

CHRYSLER
-Mo." 10,4444.404

Watch
the
Channel
Five
News.
6 AND 10 PM

the

Resour

late
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priced compact Plymouth Scamp
with vinyl root, white sidewall o-os
deluxe wheel covers and more
and the same deal is yours- an
automatic transmission at no extra
chargel
It's a great offer so come to the
right place now We II come
through tor you
aotomatically'

For the
Right car at the
Right price
You've got to

rant

of

vs.

Fury v-8 or Scari-4.„
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TONIGHT
"Case of the
Nebulous Nephew"
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power disc brakes and other popular options and the automatic
transmission is on Plymouth

Private
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oftwoos
varnsismi

now you can
specially-equipped with
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1:00020014:00

AFTERNOON PROGRAMS.

pick up the tab on the automatic transmission.
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buy a specially-equipper:1 i1

right place Beyou've come to the
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cause

and Pearl Bailey participate.

INLAC
TV 5

said they were having the door

,„T

Whether you re ioolong for something special in a big car or a small
place
car, when you corrin to .our

air

A

The Number-One
Choice is

for 10 minutes that red-faced
„.
Nil„so , //0
repaired and added: "We officials freed him and apoiosons
Ir
Stitt
lore?
mixed
explaining
they'd
gized,
regard the damage to the door
CRS at 7:30 repeats the anihim up with a prisoner of the
as
a
normal
hazard
of
our
mated aaftoon special, "He's
same name.
business."
Vow log, Charlie Brown."
OSSMOSIC1010
preempts
the first half
Ttiis
N EV/1
of -Mission: Impossible,"
whose preempted second half,
Plus a preemption of "My
Chum*
.I
Channel S
Clesesrl 4
Three Sons" at 8:30, allows for
a one-hour National Geographic
Society special, "The Great MoFRIDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
" with actor Joseph
have Desert,
Dream of Jeennie
News; WV.; Sports Nene; Wthr I Soorls I
:so
___
Brady Burtch
Interns
Campanella as narrator.
6 :30 Wikifire!
The finest feature films
:
,
Nanny
& -the Profess
Interns
7 :30 WIldlirel
Pearl Bailey's ABC hour at
Family
Porte:Klee
Andy Griffith
available for Television
Nemo of Game
Girl
Ilse*
Ethel Waters,
Movie:
8:30 features
0000.
000 Coup*
"The Victors"
I :00Nome
:00 Name ofof Game
MONDAY, TUESDAY AND
Robert Goulet and Hines, Hines
Love, American Style
MOVie
Serene* Report
:00
9
Lev*, American Styl•
WEDNESDAY, 10:30 PM
Movie
.30 Strange Report
and Dad.
News: Wile.; Sports
Sports
:00 Hews: Wile.: SoorliNews; Wthr
1400111
NBC's movie at 9 screens
Perry Meson
Tonight
11%
II
"0031115011 00 0.031001'
Mery Mason
1966's "A Patch Of Blue," star:30:00
Movie
Movie:
11
ing Sidney Poitier and Shelly
U.S.A."
"Irwaskin
12
.
0
Movie
10
Winters in the tale of a white
SATURDAY MORNING PROcRAMS
blind girl who finds escape from
de
:00 Apollo 14 COVeregil APON, 11 Cove/A.9e
AD01117 II COVINAI9e
sordid home life through friendApollo 14 Coverage
I, :30 A00440 11 COVINA*, AP0110 14 Coverage
ship with a black businessman.
▪
:1111 Apollo 14 Coversge AP011o 14 COY
,
F4
*
,
An0110
COWItrA08
Frankie Valli and

When you
Plymouth

ca.
NBC's movie at 9 screens
1968's "The Producers," starring Zero Mostel and Gene Wilder in a wild comedy about a
stage producer's machinations.
ABC preempts "Marcus Welby, M.D." at 10 for a musical
special salute to America by

a
he

name "P. Bedford"

the

Mrs. called,

outside

patiently

stood

the court-room

about

of

AmetR-

IN CAU.11111 AU. 501110314101

'4,0 SAN FRANC/WO Nix

blames

Done,
" 1970 docu-

mentarz about realitation

the nearestrVA office f

write:

he

with an.
automatic
transmission at
no extra charge.

TUESDAY

phone book 1 or

hospital
wife,

"Ymoutil
001ES T

So says the VA...

your

maternity
pregnant

and

"The American Sprirtsrnan," NBC preempts "The High
ABC, 4:f5; Curt 'GowdY, Wes Chaparral- at 7:30 for a dramJohnny Cash,
Pavalon seeking barracuda off atized docuqntary special,
Florida; a pictorial documen- "They've Killgd President Lintary on four major American coln." Actor Richard Basehart
bear types; singer Jimmy Dean narrates the examination of this
Movie
Glen Campbell
investigates the state of the as.slassination.
9:00 Bold Ones
Jackie Gleason
-wild mustang along the Mon- Regular Gene Barry carries
10:00 Scene at Ten
News
News
tana-Wyoming border.
the main assignment in "A Cap10:30 Tonight Show
Movie
Perry Mason
"CBS Children's Film Festi- itol Affair" for NBC's "The
MONDAY
val," 4:30; "Lionheart," story Name Of The Game" at 8:30.
of
a boy who befriends an es- Mercedes McCambridge, SuCountry Journal
5:45
caped circus lion.
zanne Pleshette, Larry Hagman,
News
6:00 Morning 'Show
"NBC Experiment in Televi- Monte Markham and Leon
Real McCoys
Morning Watch
6:30
sion" at 5 has "Buckminister Ames are guest players. WashBow
7:00 Today Show
Fuller on space ship eart," a ington gossip columnist tries to
Captain Kangaroo
8:00
look at the career of this archi- destroy career of a prominent
Romper Room
Mike Douglas
8:30
tect, engineer and inventor.
government official.
Hazel
9:00 Diah's Place
begins
a
two-hour
ABC
at
5
The CBS movie at 9 rescreens
Hillbillies
9:30 Concentration
live telecast of play on the final 1960's "The Rat Race," starring
Gourmet
10:00 Sale of The Century Family Affair
round of Hawaiian Open golf in Tony Curtis and Debbie ReyThat Girl
10:30 Hollywood Squares Love of Life
Honolulu.
nolds in the story of a naive
Bewitched
Where Heart Is
11:00 Jeopardy
NBC's Disney hour` at 7:30 saxophonist trying for success
11:30 Who, What Where Search-Tomorrow World Apart
has the first half of a two-part in New York.
All My Children
12:00 Noon Show
News
adventure
drama, "Bayou Boy" ",Strange Report" on NBC at
Singing Cony.
12:05
12:30
As The World TurnsLet's Make A Deal in which a youth seeks a sllYer 10 has "Revenge-When A Man
church bell lost in a dangerous Hates." A released convict seits
Newlywed Game
1:00 Days of Our Lives Splendored Thing
bayou.
revenge against Strange.
Dating Game
1:30 Doctors
Guiding Light
Ed Sullivan's guests on CBS
Gen. Hosp.
2:00 Amather World
Secret Storm
at 8 include Gladys Knight and
SATURDAY
One Life
2:30 Bright Promise
Edge of Night
the Pips, Robert Kleic and
Dark Shadows
Corner Pyle
3:00 Another World
Caterina Valente.
ABC's "Wide World Of
Luc"' Show
3:30 Star Trek
Gilligan's Island
The ABC movie at 9 re- Sports" at 5 covers auto thrill
Dan Boone
4:00
Movie
screens 1966's "The Flight Of racing at Tampa, Fla., the
4:30 Wild, Wild West
David
The Phoenix," starring James Duke Kahanamoku surfing corn- NAMED SENATORNews
5:00
H. Gambrell(above),
Stewart
in
a
tale
of
10
men etitition in Hawaii and acrobatic
525 News
Weather
Georgia Democrat, has been
who seek to survive after their skiing at Alta, Utah.
News
5:30 News
News
named by Gov. Jimmy Carplane lands in the Sahara DeJeannie
From 6 to 7, NBC covers ter to fill the unexpired
6:00 Scene at Six
News
play in the fourth round of the term of the late Sen. RichLet's Make A Deal sert.
6:30 Red Skelton
Gunsmoke
The Glen Campbell hour pn five-round annual Bob Hope
700 Laugh In
Newlywed Game
ard B. Russell.
at 9 features Buddy
The Real Game
7:30
Here's Lucy
Hackett, Dionne Warwick,
11-.60
Movie
Mayberry RFD
Norm Crosby and Mac Davis.
Doris Day
8:30
9:00
Carol Burnett
MONDAY
News
10:00 Scene at Ten
News
"Gunsrnoke" at 7:30 on CBS
Dick Cavett
Mery Griffin
10:313 Tonight Show
lhas -Hurdoch. Outlaws stalk a
gold shipment in Dodge City
erIa
TrHd a gold shipment in Dodge City
a.
E:41 G
SM
bCyITDIZ
Dinah Shore headlines on
NBC's -Rowan and Martin's
Laugh-In" at 8.
"NBC
World
Premiere
THERE
THAT REMINDS ME
Novie" at 9 - "The Neon
ARE JOS-'
1 RAP/1HG REPEATS
Ceiling.
" Gig Young and Lee
UNDER THE ei BiLL
Grant. An unhappy wife and
her daughter run away from
home.
"The ABC movie at 9 rescreens 1966's "Our Man Flint,"
starring James Coburn as 'a
super-spy out to save the world
from destruction.

million, contact

so

in

and Harriet Nelson, the Carpenters,

his

found the door locked. Barrows and

Palm Desert, Calif.
Andy Williams' guests on his
NBC' show at 7:30 are Ozzie
Jonathan

local

with

LONDON (UPI)-Peter Beda witness to the
London Court of Sessions,
dutifully turned up Wednesday

Barrows arrived at ford, called as

When Jack
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TVA Electric Power Sales
Total 91.2 Billion KW Hours

71-1.
ival
ire films
eievision
SDAY AND
10.30 PM

CHAIN GANG REFUGEE — Donald Elliot Vincent, 22,
who admitted escaping from a South Carolina chain
gang, is reunited with his wife Patty and son Donnie in
Pomona, Calif. Vincent haci, served one year of a fiveyear sentence for burglary when he ran away. South
Carolina authorities have failed to send an arrest warrant so Vincent checks with local police daily to see if
he will be free another day.

Harris Reports Progress
On Tobacco,Research Board

NOVO
light
ie

HT
:tors"

amiltork
ch,

eppard,
dwards

IU SUNDAY.
,m

te

By Dave Thompson
State News Bureau
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Sen. Tom
Harris, of Worthythe, chairman
of the Senate Committee on
Agriculture
and
Natural
Resources, Tuesday reported to
Gov. Louie B. Nunn the progress
of the Kentucky Tobacco
Research Board. - --The KTRB, formed In March
1970, reports annually to the
governor, General Assembly and
Legislative Research Committee, the status of funds ap-propriated for tobacco research
and the board's progress in terms
of its tobacco research efforts.
Sen Harris said the board's
"Intent is to seek and find the
truth about tobacco and health."
Funds deposited in the Tobacco
IRese_arch Trust Fund through
Jan. 31, totaled $1,240,770.05.
Expenditures by the board
ere $14,413.34, with total
alelocations of $(100,202.
Sen. Harris also announced the
appointment of Dr. Arteir A.
Stein, of New York, as technical
advisor to the board and Dr. Leon
0. Jacobson, of the University of
Chicago, as consultant to the
KTRB.
-Most of the equipment
required has been ordered," Sen
Harris added,
"and staff
positions are being filled in accordance with the needs of the
developing program. The Core

res everyone
rogrammed
insomniacs

Service Program is expected to
be in full operation by
February."
He noted that nowhere else is
there such coordination in the
research field to solve national
oblem.

Tennessee Valley Authority
electric power sales totaled 91.2
billion kilowatt-hours in the 1970
calendar year, an increase of 1.8
billion kwh over the 1969 total.
Sales to 160 municipal and
cooperative electric systems
distributing TVA power increased about 6 percent over the
previous year. These local
electric systems serve homes,
farms, and most of the region's
industrial and commercial power
consumers. About 40 industries
very - large
with
power
requirements are served directly
by TVA, and they bought only
about one percent more electricity in 1970 than in 1969.
A reduction of 1.7 billion kwh in
sales to Federal agencies,
primarily the Atomic Energy
Commission, offset much of the
3.5 billion kwh gain in other TVA
power sales.
Total 1970 sales included 54.6
billion KWH to municipal, and
cooperative distribution systems,
22.1 billion to directly served
industries, 13.0 billion to Federal
installations, and 1.5 billion to
other utility systems.
Generation at coal-fired steam
plants was down about 3 percent
primarily because of the need to
conserve coal stockpiles. Increased hydroelectric systems,
helped meet power demands on
the TVA system. Coal stockpiles
at TVA steam plants totaled 4million tons by the end of
January, still short of the desired
reserve supply of 6 to 7 million
tons but substantially improved
from last summer when the total
fell below 2 million.
Generation on the TVA system
in 1970 totaled 91.4 billion kwh.
Steam plants generated 74.8
billion kwh while TVA, Corps of
Engineers, and Aluminum
Company of America dams
produced 16.5 billion kwh of
hydro power for the TVA system.
TVA received 9.7 billion kwh
from other power systems, and
delivered 6.1 billien kwh to other
systems.
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,You Kids Think Today's School. Too Tough?
Take- a Look at a Textbobk Printed in T786

projects and later classified as
surplus. Before 1946, subdivision
lots were leased.
There are now 73 TVA—
established subdivisions altpg
eleven reservoirs from Kentooky
Lake on the lower river to Fort
Patrick Henry in upper east
Tennessee. Over 2,500 homes and
cabins have been built on these
sites.
The last TVA subdivision was
established in the early 1960's. At
more recent reservoir projects,
any public subdivision of
lakeshore homesites is the
special
of
responsibility
agencies
development
establithed locally.
The last available TVA lot, sold
in January, was in a subdivision
near Kentucky Dam. A few lots
elsewhere are still leased
because of special conditions that
require TVA to retain ownership.

By RAY ItAliTH
.Central Press Association
Correspondent
BRODHEAD, Wis. The notion that school was a lot easier
in the old days when they had
only the Three Rs must be one
that every succeeding generation has spread, but it's wrong.
Look at a 1786 textbook for
boys printed at Worcester,
Mass., an
be glad you don't
have to memorize:
"A dicker of hides is 10 skins,
a chaldron of coals 38 bushels,
a hogshead of beer 54 gallons,
a weight of cheese 256 pounds.
an acre of land 160 square poles,
a load of bricks 500, a stone of
fish 8 pounds, a truss of hay 56
pounds and a load of hay 39
trusses."
However, on the other hand,
our
fore-fore-fathers
didn't
have to memorize the names of
the U.S. Presidents we didn't
have one in 1786) nor the 50
The majestic bald and golden
state capitals.
eagles that visit Land Between
• • •
the Lakes during the winter are MONEY then was valued by
the feature attraction of a special weight as well as denomination,
weekend package at Kentucky and coins in circulation in these
Dam Village State Resort. Park new United states included the
on Kentucky Lake February 12- Portuguese moidore, weighing
in at 14 pennyweight, 18 grains,
14. The popular vacation park is 41long with English and
French
Just two miles from the northern crowns, the Johannes of PortuRoger Pattterson displays a textbook which has been
in his family since 1786. It certainly is a toughiet
entrance to Land Between the gal and the four-pistole piece.
Lakes, TVA's big outdoor Modern generations know the nails, tacks and tenter hooks, were these
cheerful maxims to
recreation area between Ken-7istole as the Spanish doubloon. pomegranates and tazels,..goose be copied again and again: "All
tucky Lake and Lake Barkley. And how about keeping these quills and thimbles, clilikers, lazy boys obstruct their pm"Eagles Revisited" is the picayunes in your head way billets and leaves of horn, squir- , ents' joys . . . By idleness sffid
name of the unique weekend tback then: "Items of wholesale rel skins, slate and billing play, youth squanders time
rade bought and
away
program which is one in a attiesii000s are cuttle sold in the stones."
bones, -chair
For lessons in writing there
"Drinking is the drowning of
of field naturalist

cares, not the cure of them . .
One vice is more expensive than
10 virtues . . Provide against
the worst and hope for the best
. . . Repent today, tomorrow
may be too late."
Young scholars of the 18th
century were instructed in "vulgar fractions" ( vulgar meant
common), long measure (3 barley corns equal 1 inch), ale and
beer measure (-in a barrel of
ale are 2 kilderkins, 4 firkins,
32 gallons, 64 bottles, 128
quarts, 256 pints", and how
to address a mayor ("Sir, if it
please your worship").
• • •
THE NOW brown and careworn book titled "The Instructor
or American Young Man's Best
Companion," has been in the
family of Roger Patterson of
Brodhead. Wis., almost from the
day it came off Isaiah Thomas'
press in the year MDCCLXXX-

VI.
That *at another thing RevOrirrailTY- kids had to learn—
Roman numerals. O.K., yen
sharp kids, can you transmii
MDCCLJCXXVI into modern nu-

merals?
Patterson, 85, whose own
schcoldays date to the era of
"McGuffey's Readers." wonders
if today's teachers ever admonish young spellers with these
stern words from the 1786
schoolbook:
"For let a person write ever
so good a hand, yet if he be defective in spelling he will be
ridiculed
and
contemptibly
smiled at."

wOlititibPs,
sponsored by the Keri*.i,
The electrical industry is
Department of Parks. In
on
spending hundreds of millions of The electric utility industry his
to the guided field trips to Lind
More than 70 million customers
dollars to protect the natural the highest investment in
Between the Lakes to observe
are served throughout the U.S. by
environment against pollution equipment and facilities per
eagles and other wildlife, there
the electric utility industry. Of
and other harmful effects. Last employee of any major U.S.
1970,
will be guest speakers and
these 88 per cent are residential
year, electric utilities spent some industrial category. During
$200,000.
over
amount
rose
to
the
wildlife films. Featured speakers
users, 11 per cent are com$250 million on air quality conwith slightly over
will be Robert M. Howes,
who retired.
mercial establishments, and less
trol. That is more than any other This compares
By Dwain McIntosh
Director of Land Between the
McElwain earned the M. D. industry allocated for air and $20,000 for all manufacturing
than 1 per cent are industrial
degree at the University of water controls combined. industries.
Lakes. and G. Arnold AusUng,
customers. While by far the
author of The World Of The Red- Dr. William P. McElwain, Louisville in 1958. He also holds a Outlays by the utilities last year
smallest segment numerically,
Tailed Hawk and other books on Kentucky commissioner of health master's degree in public health for water quality control totaled
industrial customers are by far
birds of prey.
and a Murray State University from Johns Hopkins University about $120 million. During the
the biggest users of electricity.
Bald eagles are among the alumnus, will be the featured and a certificate from. the 1960's, electric utilities bought 90 The electrical indust... has long
Industry receives 43 per cent of
most spectacular and mysterious speaker April 16 at the annual American Board of Preventive per cent of all air-control been committed to providing safe
the nation's total output, comof Land Between the Lakes' breakfast hosted by his alma Medicine as a specialist in public equipment sold in the United products. Regtilts of this compared with 31 per cent residential
mitment have been summed up
customers and 26 per cent for
TVA has sold the last of more winter visitors. They are often mater during the spring KEA health and preventive medicine. States. Generation of electricity
by
a federal official this way:
soaring
or
seen
Louisville.
Breakfast tickets are $2.25, accounts for about 12 per cent of
perched along the meeting in
commercial and other users.
than 4,000 vacation cabin sites
Vinson said, and reservations air pollution, compared with 19 "Americans, 200 million of them,
available from subdivisions it quiet bays of Kentucky Lake and
are exposed to billions of eleci
the past 30 Lake Barkley. During a mid- Scheduled for 8 a.m, in its may be made through the alumni per cent caused by other inestablished duri
trical systems—from switches to
Mirror
.setting,
office
count
the
traditional
last
at
Murray
year
Febalary,
State.
43
Tickets
orelands.
i
bald
dustries, 12 per cent by space toasters—every day. Yet ttiecElectricity gives the average years on its.1ak
the
also
be
Hotel,
on
Kentucky
sale
at
the
The
Murray .heating, refuse disposal, trane 'floret: th4 eagles an 1 gofden were spotted Room of
To4ay thete
factory worker in the US. the
trical accidents, directly related
energy equivalent of S35 men 16,000 permanent or seasonal along the' Land Between the breakfast is expected to attract a State -booth in the lobby of the sportation equipment and the to products made to poor stanKentucky
Hotel
during
the
alumni,
Lakes
about
250
turnout
of
shoreline.
homes
and
cabins
along
the
by
per
cent
and
57
like,
helping him on the job all year
dards are almost non-existent."
reservations
and friends and faculty-staff mem- convention.
automobiles.
long. A man doing manual labor shores of TVA lakes—enough to For
for 240 eight-hour days expends house a city of 50,000 people. Most brochures on the "Eagles bers,according to Mancil Vinson,
energy equal to 67 kilowatt-hours are in privately developed Revisited" weekend write or call Murray State alumni director.
of electricity. Last year, use of subdivisions, where many cot- Kentucky Dam Village State A 1954 graduate of Murray
Resort Park, Gilbertsville, State who was named to his
electricity by manufacturing tage sites are still available.
Much
of
the
impetus
for
this
Kentucky
42044; phone area code present post last September.
industries was estimated at
nearly 36,000 kilowatt-hours per development came with TVA's 502, 362-4271. Eagle brochures are McElwain will speak on "Health
employee. This gave each worker subdivision and sale of lakeshore also available at the Land Bet- in the '703."
the equivalent of some 535 sites, begun in 1946 as part of the ween the Lakes information
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, Murray
dispopl of shorelands which had office, Golden Pond, Kentucky
helpers.
State president, will welcome
been purchased for reservoir 42211.
guests and preside during the
breakfast, which will be the
climax of the university's activities during the convention of
Education
Kentucky
the
Association April 14-16.
Cal Luther, Murray State
atheltic director and head
basketball coach, will also be on
the breakfast program to give a
report on the achievements and
plans of the athletic program.
A native of Bowling Green,
McElwain is the sixth state
..Some people drink to forget; others are just lookcommissioner of health. He
succeeded Dr. Russel E. Teague,
ing for a good time. But if you, drink and drive,

i
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SHOCKED ENVOY—George
Rowland Stanley Baring
(above), new British ambassadoi't o Washington,
was shocked when informed of his appointment.
'The Third Earl of Cromer
said, "I had absolutely no
,
, premonition.

We'd like to thank the makers-of
the other new economy cars for
ing us such a nice head start.
It gave us time to chevelop an in- I
spection system so ridiculously scrupulous that it expects every VW to
pass 16,000 examinations.
It allowed us to find out Iota reasonably scientific pace) how we tould
'double our horsepoweroithout dou"7--- bliiirthe cost of
.......
you
ipharignOvtie'r-.''44:The VW stiH gets ab ut 26 miles to..
the gallon and e-.:-,
., i - obly o smid''t
gen of oil.)

, It permitted us to werk on things
rho' t didn't even have.to-do with the
,,,octual making of the car. Medi-car,
!the Volkswagen Diagnosis System,
'for example. Electronic equipment
f;thot can spot trouble in a car before
it gets to be trouble. When you buy
a new VW, you pet 4 freelskadi-cor.
checkups.
Of course, it took great -fortitude
to resiit sd-tiondering our time -on
phony styling thiprovements.
The beetle looks just ai goad tor
bad) as it did 25 years ago

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN, INC.
800 Chestnut Street, Murray • Phone 753-8850
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NEW YORK UP! --Recent
activity in the glamors "has
been very encouraging and
warrants investors' attention,"
according to Harris, Upham &
Co. The firm says the glamors
have not fared as well as the
blue chips in the current
upswing. "It is a common bull
market phenomenon to witness
initial leadership in the blue
as leadership
and
chips
rotates, it is logical to expect a
resumption of demand, for the
blamor stocks," the company
believes.
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NOTICE OF SALE
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
__SERVICES OFFERED
CARD OF THANKS
THE COMMONWEALTH OF
KENTUCKY, Calloway Circuit Interested in something in a nicer NICE BRICK home in Murray. WORDS ARE not adequate to
home then we have several to Well located. Will sell or trade for express our thanks for the
Court,
choose from.
Bank Of Murray Plaintiff,
a farm. If interested, write to Box flowers, food and prayers, during
VERSUS
F6C the death of our loved one, Conley
32-J. Murray, Kentucky.
Crass.
Larry W. Nance and ex-wife, A large 4 bedroom house on large
For fast confidential
The Family of Conley Crass
Janet L. Nance; Gussie Houston shady lot, Has 3 baths, 2
service call
Fireplaces, Carpet, 2 car garage, 20 ACRES of good clean land on
1TP
and Time Finance Co.
nver
between
Dexter
and
Almo.
471-1930
Large
Play
room, Large
Study,
•
Defendant.
Anyone interested phone or see
dining
and
room
living
room,
or write
a
of
virtue
judgement
and
Four major factors have By
many other nice features. The Gladys Garland, Route 1, Almo, The electrical industry is one of
renewed the public's confidence order of sale of the Calloway
F5C America's leading industries,
owner has left town and is very 437-4353.
in the market and the economy, Circuit Court rendered at the anxious to Sell, This is one of the
employing some 3 million perTerm
thereof
in
22
1971,
January
Hornblower & Weeks-Hemns and putting billions ot
Murray.
in
homes
nicer
GLOSSARY OF ELECTRICAL liars into the
phill, Noyes, says. They are the the above cause, for the sum of
economy each
TERMS
sustained downward trend of Three Thousand One Hundred
ear
4
nice
bedroom
Extra
house
in
and
Three
40-100
Twenty
AMPERE: a unit of measure for
interest rates, the upturn in
nterbury Estates, Has 2 baths, the quantity or volume of elechousing starts, the 1.4 per cent t $3,123.40 Dollars, with interest
Ira nice carpet, Den, Frigidair tricity moving through a conrise in industrial output and at the rate of 7 per cent per antchen, Patio, Paved drive and ductor-compares with the
000 MO 00100
President Nixon's_ full employ- num from the 15th day of
alks, This a beautiful home it is amount of water flowing through
3 Dillseed
ACROSS
MOO MIllg MOMM
ment budget. With these in February 1970, until Paid and its
Sweetheart
4
GOO MOBINABNU
a pipe.
5 Hindu
mind, the company recom- cost therein I shall proceed to
1 Sea in
MOOM BOOLai
cymbals
Asia
mends "the purchase of high offer for sale at the Court House
ROOM OM WOO
6 Is in debt
A 4 bedroom house Pa years old VOLT: a unit of measure for the 5 Bushy
7 Poverty-stricken
quality corporate and municipal door in Murray Kentucky, to the
0303M0 WM21
clump
with double garage, 21,2 baths,
8 Occurs
11 Mixture
MOUNUO MECUM
bonds and stocks of companies highest bidder, at public auction carpeted, Den with fireplace, pressure of electricity moving 12
and
Above
9
Walking
ITS A THADITION—The wife of Apollo 14 *lunar module
MBAR MMOODO
touc hing
in the housing-related indus- on the 22nd day of February 1971, Owner will be leaving Murray at through a conductor-compares
stick
pilot Vogue IC:admit Louise Mitchell climbs a brick
MOO MOO GOMM
10 Plumlike
at 1:00 O'clock p.m., or
with the pounds of pressure of 13 Reverence
tries."
UMURO COMO
fruit
at wail ac beer Same is Nassau Bay, Tex., to adjust
14 Wife of
thereabout, upon a credit of six end of School term, Extra nice, water.
of
Parts
11
MMUDOOMOD BON
Gudrun
an Asaitricaa. flag. Ellin Hie flag during a manned
and extra good buy.
house
body
following
with
the
described
Shakes
months,
15
00901111 000
"In the context of the stock
=pace
kgs beams a tradition in the community
16 Short,
MUMOM OW man
property, to wit:
WATT: a measure of electric 17 fear
the
of
talk
high-pitched
can
one
market,
Exhaust
Sioacecraft Center.
Misr
A 4 bedroom located on Dudley power equal to one ampere
tone
(slang)
birth of a bouncing, snorting
Beginning at the northwest Drive, Also one located on Kirk20 Silkworm
18 Bristles
forced through a circuit by one 19
43 Excavates
30 Girl's
22 Forced
bull to a listing, wheezing bear
Russian
corner of Potter Shop in wood, Each have 2 baths, double
44 Slave
nickname
delay
plains
volt
of
pressure.
ridiculous,"
feeling
without
45 Narrow. flat
Attempt
thence
31
In 1880, Wabash, Indiana,
Pottertown, Kentucky;
24 Footlike
21 Man's
garages, Central heat and air,
board
Thoroughfares
Inc.
33
Services
Wiesenberger
nickname
Port
north with the road to Ben many many nice features must
became the first city inlhe world
46 Remain
37 Middle East
25 Skill
KILOWATT: a unit of power 23 Anger
particle
Tiny
48
(abbr
republic
Chinese
Belle land or line; thence east be seen to appreciate. If inlighted by electricity when four says. The company says to
26
equal to 1000 watts or 1.34 hor- 24 Stroke
49 Wt hered
38 Pitcher
Pagoda
27 Relevant
arc lights, powered by an 81.800 those seeking to know if the
to Cordis Rushing line; thence terested in larger homes take a
adise
Pa
of
Muse
50
42
Rodent
28
sepower.
32 Periods of
53 Before
poetry
dynamo, were installed at the bear has departed, -the answer
29 Greek letter
south with the Rushing line to look at any of the above.
time
at best is a qualified yes."
court house.
Roy Boatwright corner or the
i )o 11
.:, it l
.
I
.
34 Greek
3 4MEI7 ii
2
1
a
unit
KILOWATT-HOUR:
of
letter
The company ways the inPotter Shop land; thence west We have some extra nice 3
or
work
energy
equal
that
to
Heavenly
35
la
un14
IIIifillie13
12
is
vestment community
to the beginning. The land bedroom homes. One on
body
expended in one hour at a steady
Molli
derstandably wary of counterfiet
conveyed by this deed being Magnolia Drive with everything,
36 Small statue
mamma
rate of one kilowatt.
no
One,
of
39
out
less
or
more
bulls but it adds most indicators
acre
one
21-2 baths, Cart, one of the
matter which
"either have remained in a
the Section 24, T.2, R.5, East. finest fireplace arangements in Many
and 40 Hurried
companies
bullish state, or have gone from
Female
41
central
room,
town, Large family
organizations are engaged in
sheep
bearish to neutral or neutral to
For source of title see Deed heat and air, Large patio, Brick research and --experimentation
a
President's salary $200,000
20 30 31
43 Abandons
24 25 26 1t;o: 27•28
the
bullish."
Book 130, page 327, in
large Colurrins,2 car with electrically' powered 47 Wipe out
with
porch
X*
plus $50,000 expense account
office of the Clerk of the carport, Drapes. This is truly a automobiles as an answer to 51 Small
32
33 X 341
35
In all three • of President
island
ASHINGTON (UPI) The top-paid man in next
Calloway County Court.
beautiful home.
pollution caused by internal 52 Repeated
37
.
38 ;CIV 39
36
Nixon's recent messages one
1 year's proposed 8229 2 billion budget is President
For the purchase price, the
inAn
engines.
combustion
VAD.
54 Insect
theme was repeated: bigger
Nixon.
42
on 41
purchaser must execute bond, In Canterbury Estates we have dication of the growing interest is 55 Paddle
Paine,
spending,
government
His salary will come out of a 655.2 million outlay
e.45..
brick homes the fact that last summer a 56 Ripped
with
bearing
approved
securities,
'bedroom
3
two
All 49 5013
,
44
47
.
43
K
46
•requested for salaries. expenses and semiccs of 2000
Webber, Jackson & Curtis Inc.
57 Pisces
aw
legal interest from the day of under construction. They both Grand Prix race for electric cars 58 Brood of
1••• staff members of the White House and agencies that
observes. The company feels
53
M52
sale, until paid, and having the have central heat and air, Carpet, was held at a raceway in West
pheasants
have grown up around it to advise the President
the President, "by the sheer
force and effect of a judgment. one has dining room, extra large Virginia. A motel chain operates 59 Foreboding
.
The request is $5 4 million more than last year
4se
5A
force of enormous federal
orUU
The figure includes the President's salary of , *riding," is deteynined .to Bidders will be pi-epared to family room,both are priced to booster stations at four locations
57
Nil39
Vino cm and t50.000 expense account., $700.000 to • V •
trade for cheaper aetween Chicago and Detroit for
lafep unemployment down. "In- comply promptly with these sell. Owner will
dil
1 Performs
= provide Vice President Spiro T Agnew a staff of 40, ?
•
available.
is
Financing
terms.
being
given
Purchaser
of
home,
batteries
electric
-echarging
Di tr by United rnsfure Syndicate, Inc.
2 Unusual
5
vestors are going to have fiscal
E and ill million to be spent on "care, maintenance g
the right and privilege to pay
iutos.
expansion with a vengeance," it
E and operation of the executive residence."
cash and accrued interest at any In Circarama Subdivision we
adds.
But the most of the money would go to agencies =
tune before the six (61 months have a very nice 3 bedroom brick
I whose function is to advise the President on econoNow You Know
expire)
with central heat and air. Carpet,
o my, space, domestic programs, national security,
By United Press International
L.
Frank
.
Ryan
1)2 baths, Family room, Outside
E emergency preparedness, science, telecorrununicaAntares, which lent its name
Master
Commissioner storage, Carport.Price has been
tions, trade, intergovernmental relations and the
:o the Apollo 14 lunar lander, is
Calloway Circuit Court reduced $1500 for quick sale.
budget itself.
;he star the astronauts sight on
F5-12-19C
when they land on the moon.
Just listed a 2 bedroom house
with garage apt. and large work
shop. House has full basement.
Furnace heat, will sell with or
without the furniture.
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If you are interested in a extra
nice 3 bedroom brick with 2
baths, extra large family room,
living room, utility, double
carport and one that can be
bought for less than $2,000 down.
Let us show you this one on
Glendale Rd.

19

196

-

GUARANTEED

196

am

IUU

House with 2 apts. located at
corner 14th and poplar. If you are
interested in Good income and
nice place to live at less than
$15,000 let us show you one of the 2
above places.

1961

.

196!
7.

20

196;

NOT TO SLIP OR SLIDE!

• Remarkable Clinging Fit - adheres to all
surfaces. Won't crease or wrinkle.
• Permanently Laminated - fabric and foam_
become one ... will never separate.
•Seamless Upholstery Surface - richly textured fabric, luxUrious bullion fringe
• Completely -Washable - machine or hand.
Drips dry and never needs ironing

We have some of the nicest
building lots in town. We have the
Glendale sub. The Sherrie Lane
heights and the Broach, If interested in any type real estate
Check with Roberts Realty 1st.
We are members of The Multiple
Listing agent. Call 753-1651 or
ITC
come by 505 Main Street,

4:41teE'd

n88
11.
‘

REG 4.88

522
REG. 6.97

REG. 10.44
--

-•
971
REG. 12.44 ,

A lovely printed upholstery 'fabric with a
bold bright floral design-and because of the
'3TA-PUT foamback these Covers cling for
a snug smooth custom-look fit-quaranteed
not to slip or slide Useful for dozens of
purposes indoors and outdoors Dustitewon t crush or wrinkle. Completely washable-machine or hand. Drips, CITY, needs no
ironing

Electricity is used for all heating
and cooling in one of the nation's
most dramatic new buildings. the
100-story John HancockCenter in
Chicago. The/1,107-foot high
structure contains stores, offices,
restaurants, parking areas for
1,200 cars, an observation area
and 705. apartments 'The apartments are on the 45th through the
92nd floors.

196
ii

TRAFFIC GOING
BY? FOR THE
BEST RESULTS
USE OUR WANT
ADS-IT WILL BE

Open

YOUR BEST MOVE

WA?
Put your business profits into high
gear by using the vehicle

In the early days of the electric
industry, service was not always
nri a 24-hour basis. Some communities had electricity only at
flight, except for one morning a
week when power was available
fir ironing. Just before service
, was ended for the night, voltage
WS lowered and raised three
times. The blinking light bulbs
reminded customers that the
our for the shut-off hadAtiived.

USED 14
Phone 753-

that is powerful enough to do the job alone.
Phone Or come

Jay-eor

Wont Ad deportment for complete
information:VI*

today.

WANT TO
timber, Ali
and sawch
and 1,111111)
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NI :r • .1%
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42011
'CIRCULATION

Ptionc 71,3 1.316
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AUTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SA112

SERVICES OFFERED

FOR RENT

DISCOUNT FLOOR Covering
Sale; New line congoleoum vinyl
cushion floor, 12 ft. wide, $1.99
square yard. Also Dupont 501
carpet, $3.95 square yard. Heavy
shag, $2.99 square yard. Some
mercial type hi-density rubber
back, $3.95 square yard. Some
carpet low as $1.99 square yard.
Big selections, volume buying,
cash and carry )this saves you
money 0. While it lasts. Paschall
Discount House, Hazel, Kentucky, 492-9733.
F8P

CUSTOM BUILT
FURNITURE

NICE FURNISHED apartment
for three or four girls. Phone 7537381 days or 753-5108 after 5:00
p.m.
TFC

NOTICE

NOTICE

FFERED

usmess
ale?
fidential
call
130
ite

AKC IRISH Setter pups. Toy
Poodles and three herds of
Chinchilla from certified stock.
635.00 each animal. 753-1862.
February 26C

DATSUN

1971 PLYMOUTH Roadrunner-----.-'3,195.00
two door hard top, mag wheels, automatic, power steering
and power brakes, like new, 6,600 miles.

1969 FORD Galaxie

'2.195.00

2 door hard top, automatic, vinyl roof low mileage,

1967 PLYMOUTH Belvedere II
eroay s Puzzle .

MUM
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MO WWII
O WWI
00010100
0000
000013
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00 0M0

• mma

air.

'1,050.00

4 door, V-8 automatic, steering , a

1968 CHEVY Van
6 cylinder, straight drive, like new

1966 CHEVY Impala -

'1,395.00

convertible, V-8 automatic, steering, extra clean

1966 CHEVY Impala

'1,495.00

2 door hard top, steering, automatic, 39,000 actual miles,
This car is new!

1966 DODGE Dart

- -4395.00

4 door sedan, 6 cylinder automatic, local

2 door hard top. V-8 automatic, power steering, clean car.

1963. BUICK Wildcat

'695.00

steering, brakes, air, nice car.

Withered
Paradise
Wore

1968 FORD Cortina

'795.00

red, good sound car

-1963 DODGE Dart

'895.011

-4-door

1964 CHEVY Impala SS

'96049 Now '895.00

V-8 automatic. steering, brakes, air conditioner, bucket
seats, extra sharp

1967 BUICK Riveria

'2,195.00

loaded with equipmen!

1961 FORD Country Sedan Wagon - Now '1,395
V-8 automatic. steerine. luggage rack, 9

passenger

1967 CAMERO R.S.

'1,695.00

V-8 automatic steering, 327 cu engine, red with
black vinyl top

* ECONOMY LANE *

1965 CHEVELLE

•

-'895.00

4 door sedan, 6 cylinder, automatic transmission, real
nice car

1970 FORD Maverick

'1,795.00

2 door, red, sharp car

1969 DATSUN Wagon
stick shift, luggage rack, radio, excellent shape

DS!

11,395.00

1969 DATSUN Sedan
2 door sedan, stick shift, radio, clean car

1895.00

1966 DATSUN Sedan
4 door sedan, extra

clean

1963 CHEVY II

4595T00 Now '495.00

2 door, 6 cylinder automatic, good sound car

1964 DODGE Dart_G.T.--45elee Now '650.00
2 door hard top, 6 cylinder, automatic

* SPECIALS *

1964 VW BUS

Before In Murray!!

MOBILE HOME Insurance.
Broad coverage. Low rates.
Check with us for all your insurance before you buy.
Galloway Insurance and Real
Estate Agency, phone 753March4C
J842.

=st

DEAN

e:
S

TIRES

4

Exclusive Distributors

Cain 8 Taylor
Gulf Station

EXCELLENf, EFFICIENT,
economical, Blue Lustre carpet
cleaner. Rent electric shampooer
F6C
$1.00 Big K.

Corner 6th &Main
Phone 753-5862

'1,450.00

1967 PLYMOUTH Belvedere II-----'1,295.00

Excavates
Slave
Narrow. flat
board
Remain
Tiny particle

Like Never

SAF-T-BILT

MAKE THE SOUND MOVE TO
NEW DATSUN TRADE-INS

NDER
-EM
, mo.

TIRE SALE

Now '845.00

Radio. Extra, extra sharp!

1970 DATSUN Demo.

Save

Automatic, air, plus many accessories!

1968 STARCRAFT Camper. Reduteld '1,325.00
* -TRUCKS1969 DATSUN Pickup

- -1 1,495.00

20,000 miles, almost new

1962 CHEVROLET Pickup beS040 Now '750.00
11 ton,kcylinder excellent shape for this model.
1.2 ton, long bed, 6 cylinder straight shift, 32,000

actual

Lassiter- McKinne

BATSON-

Open Evenings Till 8:00
WANTED TO BUY

fop

r.

604 So. 12th Street
SERVICES OFFERED

USED 14' Alumunum Boat. FURNITURE REFINISHING.
All work guaranteed. Free
Phone 753-7573.
F5C
pickup and delivery. Free
sttmate. Antique or natural
wish. Jerry SicCoy,753-3045.
WANT TO buy; togs and standing
February 20 NC
timber. Also have for sale lumber
and sawdust. Murray Saw Mill
and Lumber Co Phone 753-4147. FOR ALL your home alterations,
TFC repairs, remodeling, etc., new or
old. Free estinfates. Call 75.3-6123,
LOST & FOUND
February 15NC
I 11ST: MALE dog, part Beagle,
babysitting in my home
brown. Lost in vicinity of West WILL DO
Reasonable rates.
nytime
Mairton January 30. Phone 753F541'
753-6809
Phone
FSP

Boxes-Bars - Cabinets etc.

OFFICE SPACE in National
Hotel building, formally occupied
by Varsity Barber Shop. Phone
Charlotte Kirk Whitnell, 7532240.
F8C

Phone 753-2248
or 753-9974
after 5 •.m.

McCONNELL

Formals

FOR SALE

TV SERVICE CENTER

TOP QUALITY AKC registered
German Shepherd puppies 3
females, 5 mo. old two black and WANTED: MAN familiar with
screen process Some
ailycLians_black and.ign..114.11.
, 4
-each. Also one apricot AKC toy ' supervision desirable but not
french poodle. Phone 753-3056.
essential. Apply to P.O. Box 386,
ESP Kuttawa,Kentucky 4205fr-- ITC
NOTICE

NOTICE

TERMITES
Eat Your Home

r

SPIDERS
Are Poison

ROACHES
Carry Germs

o,,°

100 S. 13th Street
Murray K‘0
Phone 7513914 Day or Nile
Home Owned and Operated Over, 20 Yeas
Licensed by State of Kentucky
w- Member. Chambdr'.of Commerce

.;

to"
11_
Uii
dr"

'410(4

01

JaW
sil.121111111111111
I III. ril

II
2-5

L'il Abner

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

Kelley's Termite
and
Pest Control

0

.4
;

PESTS

Do not be deceived! Termite,,s work 24 hours
a day the year round . . . Winter and Summer

DON'T Be
LLY,
DC0C
WIF ME, ITSH
1)031-4A HOBBY 7

E.

CST 110 01

Protect Your Home!

I .ELt EVE YOU'RE 01,1
THE WAY TO BECOml NG•
A LUSH

TEE13•R

14
4
1WiVfl
II
i
rk

I SURE WISH THE
GARBAGE MEN'S
STRIKE WAS
OVER

HERE I
GO AGAIN
,

....iil
.4L. . . ,
_ _ . . , .,. . .: ,., .....
_

We hove many other fine used

ALSO SEE THE COMPLETE LINE OF
NEW 1971 DATSUNS"

Tables -Chairs-Toys -

HOSPITAL
INSURANCE

miles

cars to select from!

NICE PRIVATE rooms, will
accomodate 8 to 10 boys, with
kitchen priviliges. Phone 753-7381
days or 753-5108 after 5:00 p.m.
and on Sunday.
TFC

BEAUTY SHOP, fully equipped,
MAPLE COUCH and chairsfor rent or lease, also furnished
(matched set) with matching
apt. for rent. Phone 753-1238 F5C
NOTICE
FOR RENT
AUTOS FOR SALE
brown cushions, phone 7535917.
F6C
FURNISHED APARTMENT,
1967 CAPRICE, 4 door hardtop,
2 ROOM office Suite in Office excellent location, couples
all power and air. $1,500.00.
Building on South 5th air conF5C ALL BOYS and Girls dress and ditioning, electric heat, available preferred call 753-8058 after 5:30
Phone 753-7271.
p.m.
F5P
1968 NEW Moon Mobile home.
car coats sizes 12 mo. - 14 yrs. /
1
2 now. Call 753-5000 or 753-5595
Excellent condition. House
GOOD '61 VW with new '65 price. Settle Workman Co. F6C anytime.
F5C NICELY FURNISHED room for
carpet throughout. Air con- Room
scn
Per engine. Dependable cheap
serious student, carpet and air,
ditioned. Good location. Perfect
NICE FURNISHED one and two quiet atmosphere, 2 blocks from
transportation, mechanic apGERT's a gay girl-ready for a
for small family. After 5:00 call Benefit" Day
bedroom apartments may be university. Phone 753-2672 F5C
proved. $475 or best offer. Call
Free Information
whirl after cleaning carpets with
753-6737.
F6P
seen
at Kelly's Pest Control, 100
FlOC
753-3768.
Blue Lustre. Rent eiectlie
So. 13th St. Married couples only. FURNISHED HOUSE on lake 18
shampooer $1. Western Auto,
USED DRUMS,complete 4 piece
F5C miles out-also traitor 4 miles out.
MUST SELL 1967 Mustang. Good "Home of The Wishing
set, in excellent condition.- Insurance
tuition.
Need
753shape.
Phone
Phone 753-6846 or 753-3180. F5C
Well".
753-4199
$75.00. Call 489-2189
F6C
F5C Agency
F8C
869. LARGE unfurnished house.
•
1959 Volkswagon, clean, has 1967
FURNISHED GROUND floor
TWO MATCHING end table Phone 763-1629 after 3:30 p.m.
40 h.p. engine-$275.00. Call 489- ELECTROLUX SALES & S.. 1165
apartment. • Three rooms and
CliEVROLET Impala lamps. Amber base. Uses three
F6NC
2189
F5C vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky. C. M, station wagon. Power ,brakes, way
bath, near court square. Phone
bulbs. Excellent condition.
TFC
753-8175.
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- Power steering, hydramatic, Phone 753-6030 after 5:00 p.m. F6
FESCUE HAY, Oat Hay, about mington. Kentucky.
FURNISHED APARTMENT
March 5C black leather upholstery, good NC
vol
300 bales, 50 cents per bale. Call
three rooms, bath, panelled WANTED: ROOMMATE to
shape. Phone 753-3876.
F8P
498-8749.
F5C
carpeted, nice drapes and fur- share three bedroom house.
F6NC
USED FURNITURE • stove, niture, washer connection, TV Phone 753-6936.
refrigerator, beds, dressers, antenna, off street parking
90 LAYING hens. 50c apiece.
SPECIAL at CATO'S 1965 VOLKSWAGEN, excellent desk,
tables and chairs. Good Couple Only. 507 North 4th Street MODERN STUDIO furnished
Phone 489-2636.
F5C
condition. See at 16 North 18th
prices Phone 753-9498 afternoons. Mrs. Preston Jones, phone 753- apartment. Zimmerman
Street.
F8P
F6C Apartments, South 16th- Street.
F6C 6047.
F5C
Phone 753-6609.
FIREWOOD. Phone 492-8695
Reg. '26" - Sale $697
after 4:00 p.m.
F5C
FOR SALE,
FOR SALE
TRAILER AT Dill's Trailer FURNISHED TWO bedroom
Court. Apprylii person only, after apartment. Also one bedroom
SET OF new pick up racks, Call JANE BRANDON is now em4:00p.m. or anytime Saturday or apartment, both with complete
4354872after 5:00 p.m.
F5P ployed at Doris' Beauty
Salon
Sunday.
ESC kitchen, private entrance to both.
Tuesdays and Wednesdaye
PSC
Phone 7WA3.
NOW UNDER construction. A Evenings by appointment. Phor.e
AND
BLACK
AND
TVs
COLOR
GOOD USED
three bedroom brick at Cold- 753-6474.
FtC
FURNISHED apartment near FURNISHED APARTMENT
water, Kentucky. Will finish to
PORTABLES
WHITE
available March 1st. Couples or
campus.
Call 753-6806 after 5
buyers specifications. Phone 489p.m.
F8NC teachers only. No pets. 1610
2110 or 489-2627 or 489-2261. F6P
College Farm Road. Phone 753HELP WANTED
F8C
UPSTARIS FURNISHED 1600.
Phone 753-5865
Central Shopping Center THINK SPRING-plant pecan
apartment, all utilities furnished.
trees now. New shipment of large PREPARTION LADY,day shift.
Couple only. Call 753-6278. F8NC FURNISHED APARTMENT,
Murray, Kentucky
newly decorated. Couples only.
papershells just arrived. Also full- time. Apply in person at
I'1 OC
F8P
408 South 8th Street.
look over our large selection of Jerry's Restaurant.
,dwarf & reg. fruit trees. Virgin's
Nursery Union City- Fulton Hwy.
PFANIJTS
1 1 1110 Iiii 1(1/11/9/1//1
WHEN 4431/YE JUST COME HOME
just a mile out of Union City)
"'TAW '(II ft It, till
FRG% WORM SCAOOL, T14Ek'E'S
Phone 885-1851 or 885-0396
F6C
#111(11,1 11/1 1111/III/11
A LOTTO TALK ABOUT
BURGER CHEF
111/illiiititi/ill/dilliif/iitf, •
MANAGER POSITION
USED TWO-ROW mechanical
Pay training period
tobacco transplanter. Has set
Good starting salary
only 20 acres. Billington Forsee
Must relocate to
Tractor Co., Inc. Phone 753-2532
Jackson, Tennessee
;
F8NC
Contact Curtis Ragland
t-s
at Burger Chef
1970 DUSTER, extras, phone 7531304 W. Main
Nancy
8781 after 6:00 p.m. or weekFfIt•
-\,
F6P
ends
5 HP TILLER, powered by
Briggs and Stratton, $161.92.
Other models available. Montgomery Ward, 510 Main Street,
Murray, Kentucky phone 7531966.
F6C

'1,550.00

1967 FORD Pickup -

)--DOUBLE KEY board Estey
'organ. Had three months. Sell for
$300.00. Phone 753-8361.
F8P

We build to your
choice of design and
specifications.

LOOK!! ALL HE_
\rsktNTS IS A KAM
BANOWIDCW.

MW-E'S TOO RIGHT!!- IT Gcrr TA
R104 A Li'L
BE ONE MADE es`i
BRAT ID WWI' MOISHE DAVAN!!
MEREN
A t-IAM
5ANGWIDGE.!

AN WON:T.LAT'NOTHIN'
TILL AM GOTS THAT If
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Grand Jury .. Hurt ...

Funeral Held For
Stone Wall Futrell

"EDITOR

Dear Mr. Williams:
I am a Calloway County
Wall
Stone
for
The funeral
property owner, taxIa. Larry W. Dillard, larceny of rejoice that his area of the state is
was held today at one resident,
Futrell
an automobile, KRS 433.220, getting some of the taxpayers' p.m. at the Cross Creek Baptist payer, and a parent of the Faxon
Corrunurdry for 12 years. I have
occurred on October 29, 1970.
," Hart charged.
Church, Indian Mound, Tenn.,
children at Calloway
Commonwealth of Kentucky The editorial which drew the
three
ofLorrain
with Bro. Harry
County High School and one in
vs. Larry W. Dillard, Forgery, emotional rebuttal from Hurt
ficiating.
KRS 434.130, occurred on August described the effort and Pallbearers were David Lamb, Faxon.
4, 1993.
arrangements to acquire ar- Denny Williams, Leon Borens, I've been reading the letters
Commonwealth of Kentucky tificial turf as "self-serving, Larry Elliott, Dodson Elliott, and complaining about the special
election and the lk tax.
vs. Leon Lockhart, Immoral and empire-building, prestige- Dean Elliott.
Indecent Practices with Another, seeking behavior."
We are not overburdened with
Murray
the
in
Interment was
KRS 435.105, occurred on Sep- Hurt said people of the Murray Memorial Gardens with the taxes in this county. We pay 33a
area are helping to support with arrangements by the Milligan per $100 assessed valuation: The
[ember 20, 1970.
sss_L.,
:
.„ssr
Commonwealth of Kentucky their tax money major projects in Funeral Home of Dover, Tenn. lowest property taxes in the
The other 7
vs. Lee Rogers and Clifton the Paducah area, including
Mr. Futrell, age 78, died purchase district!
Finney, obtaining Money By Interstate Highway 24 and Wednesday at 7:05 p.m. at the counties in the district have
False Pretenses, KRS 434.050, hospital projects which are Murray -Calloway County similar earning power and the
occurred on July 16, 1969.
enabling Paducah to become a Hospital.
same living expenses. The other
The other indictments were not medical center.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. counties are paying:
94.9c per $100
released by the Circuit Court
Fulton City
"Construction of 1-24 once upon Myrtle Elliot Futrell of Indian
o
Clerk.
Mayfield
Mound, Tenn.; one son, William
through
planned
was
time
a
Other reports given by the
80.9
Paducah
four
Dexter;
of
Futrell
Thomas
an
"But
Murray," he continued,
Grand Jury were as follows:
McCracken
54.e
eleventh hour arrangement was daughters, Mrs. Ortis Guthrie
COURTHOUSE
54.2
Ballard
and Mrs. Carl Miller, both of
through
it
sent
which
made
We inspected the Courthouse
53.7
Murray
ArmHoward
Mrs.
Murray,
be
could
bridge
a
Pacific halfway beso
APOLLO 14'S TARGET—The prime recovery ship for the ' Orleans on station in the South
and the various offices within it, Paducish
43.2
Fulton Co.
Five,
Route
Paducah
of
strong
(Tutuila Island).
Samoa
make
to
River
Ohio
the
and
over
built
Zealand
New
tween
New
the
USS
is
carrier
14
the
found
helicopter
astronauts
Apollo
and, generally, we
42.1
Marshall
Esrna Williams of
Mrs.
and
the
get
to
Paducah
for
possible
it
Courthouse to be very clean and
40.3
Carlisle
three
Clarksville, Tenn.;
in satisfactory condition. We Illinois trade."
Graves
of
Futrell
I.
S.
and
Bud
brothers,
Hurt said the history of the 1-24
would like to make the following
37.8
Hickman
Murray and George Futrell of
comments concerning the project alone made the editorial
33.0
Dover, Tenn.; thirteen grand- CALLOWAY
•'very
ill-conceived."
(Continued From Page One)
Csaullsause:
From The
two great grand- If your home were valued at
children;
1. We wish to commend the
910,000, you would pay only $13.00
He said he had heard no children.
ered a faulty abort switch two the silver and gold spacecraft
Fiscal Court for its paneling of complaints from the pople of the
more per year on your taxes;
then bounded back into the
hours before landing.
the respective offices and the Murray area about federal HillMAGIC TRI
that's $1.06 per month. A $20,000
control of picture to help jab the flag into
manual
took
They
the
inside
improvements
Bowling League
home would cost you only $26.00
Burton funds being used on
Antares shortly after the firing the ground.
(Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.)
Courthouse.
W L
more per year.
earn
"Mobility is very great under
hospital construction and exits big descent engine to
of
By
United
Press
International
2. We wish to commend those pansion projects in Paducah.
G
one-sixth
The state board of education Ezell's Beauty SchooT -- 67 23
spook" in this crushing
"electronic
an
avoid
SPACE
HoustonCENTER,
responsible for the cleanliness of
ground
54 26
told
conducted a study of our schools ohnson's Grocery
Mitchell
(gravity),"
"I would hope that those of us
switch.
abort
computer
14
Apollo
Alan the
astronaut
the Courthouse, in general, and who read his news and listen to (Continued From Page One
and a sutvey of our needs. Our ut N Kurl Beauty
Shepard as Antares began its Without the emergency tech- control.
the ladies rest room, in par- his news media would take ocwere
An
condemned!
28kt
2
514
schools
op
Mitchell scooped a small
Church since it was organized as
nique the computer would have
descent to the moon:
ticular.
47 33
of rocks and soil from
casion to encourage in a gracious an official church on July 4, 1966. estimate of the cost of building untry Kitchen
sample
into
back
lender
moon
the
shot
"It's a beautiful day in the
3. We would recommend that and neighborly manner that the
47 33
organization, two schools was given and erry's Restaurant,
instead of dropping the rim of a small crater 25
church's
the
orbit
Since
safe
a
of
land
Fra
Mauro."
room
rest
the floor of the ladies'
4342 36'a
H.C.A.
gentleman take a secori'd thought it has experienced a tremendous published in the newspapers.
feet from Antares. This continit down to the lunar surface.
be painted, and also that the and see that he ought to be
36 44
Classrooms are overcrowded
en's Food Market
gency sample was stowed away
American
The church is located on
oldest
growth.
Shepard,
SPACE. CENTER, Houstonexterior of the Courthouse asharnee: that he could not rejoice
a
have
We
speech
47
33
Faxon.
at
Cleaners
Dry
zel
in case the ast onauts were
down
Extended.
touched
Street
9th
cooly
South
Astronaut Edgar Mitchell after astronaut,
buildings, and the pillars, in with his neighbors," Hurt added.
point around" forced to leave the moon ahead
Wilson was baptized, teacher visiting all six schools in own di Country Dress
flattest
Rev.
"the
at
touchdown:
the
lunar
particular, be painted.
31 49
He told the 88-member club licensed, and ordained as a the county. She conducts a class op
after hovering at 170 feet for of schedule.
"We're on the surface."
4. We recommend that the which he serves as president that
When the astronauts panned
the Spring Creek in the hallway when she comes to
by
minister
several long moments looking
Courthouse be repaired because there would be enought money to
High Team Game SC)
the television camera around
December 14, Faxon. There are clitaaes with 45
on
Church
site.
best
Baptist
the
for
.
Edward
WASHINGTON-Sen
of the poor condition of the ceiling build an astrodome as well as
858
a
1933. Since that time he has to 49 students in rooms designed Ezell's Beauty School
M. Kennedy, reporting on a "We're on the surface," the spacecraft, viewers saw
801
heavily
surface
install synthetic turf if an served as pastor of numerous for 35 at the most. Faxon Johnson's Grocery •
lunar
gray
aria me piaster work.
Mitchells-a-rookie
exclaimed
survey -ha--made of college
799
ool
—spocked with small craters.
5. We recommend that stair equitable distribution of tax churches in Murray and qualified to have more teachers Ezell's Beauty Sd
students to find if they would spaceman.
not
did
have
we
but
ago,
Purchase
long
Jackson
by
paid
stairs
money
the
on
In May, 1961, Shepard
trends be placed
surrounding counties.
"We made a good landing,"
join an all-volunteer army:
America's era of
High Team Game (HC)
launched
leading to the Circuit Court counties were made.
His pastorates include Flint, classroom space. (. The number of
Shepard.
said
"So far, I have a volunteer
1050
A member of the second Olive, Cherry Corner, Poplar teachers a school can have F:zelVs Beauty School
Clerk's office to make this
army of 37,-2. Everyone wanted On the ground, the astro- space exploration with a 151006
Kurl Beauty Shop
stairway safer. We further Murray State graduating class in Spring, Pine Bluff, Rushing depends upon the number of Kin
a volunteer army but no one nauts' families and ground minute, 300 mile trip from Cape
One Johnson's Grocery
997
enrolled.)
recommend that a rail or stair 1927, Hurt made his remarks at Creek, Zion's Cause, New Zion, students
controllers whooped with de- Canaveral (now Cape Kennedy
wanted to volunteer."
treads be placed on the stairs in the close of the meeting following Chapel Hill, High Point, Salem in classroom was converted into
light as Shepard end Mitchell in the tiny Friendship 7 space
High Team Series (SC)
the Tax Commissioner's office to an address by Attorney Gen. Logan County, Spring Creek, two rooms and two mobile units
capsule. His moon landing a
WASHINGTON - A Senate reported touchdown.
2332
John B. Breckinridge, a Hamlett, Mt. Sinia in Tennessee, were added in the past 2 years so Ezell's Beauty School
make these stairs safer.
Rules Committee source report- "Good ... good, they're down decade later fulfilled a dream
i„ 2220
Democratic candidate for New Bethel, Milburn, and now, we could have the extra teachers Johnson's Grocery
Mrs. Louise that drove him back into the
JAIL
ing on a discussion of whether safe," cried
2152
we
If
badly.
so
Kitchen
governor.
needed
we
lieutenant
Country
the Grace Church.
The Grand Jury inspected the
girls should be allowed to be Shepard at her Houston home. space program after years
Rev. Wilson has served as qualified for more teachers
"They can't call him 'Old Mose' behind a desk.
County Jail facilities, quartirs The academic-athletic complex
congressional pages:
High Team Series (HC)
"We are in fact in a la*
his
He's found
and frounda, and found them to is now under construction at the moderator for the Blood River because of heavier enrollment,
was
a
lot
of anymore.
"There
2908
area," Shepard said. "There
be in excellent condition. 'The northeast corner of the campus. Baptist Association and been a where would we put them" Ezell's Beauty School
discussion about what they'd promised land."
2819
inside of the Jail is clean and Although it is behind schedule, member of numerous corn- Mobile class units again? The Kut 'N' Kurt Beauty Shop
Later, when Shepard stepped seems to be a general swell, a
wear It was pretty well
2808
and
well-kept, and the grounds out- university officials are hopeful it mittees of the Association. He is more separate units, the more Johnson's Grocery
decided they'd wear dark blue onto the moon, Louise jumped wide valley, between triple
(craters).
Doublet
in
hands
her
clapped
side are also in very good con- will be available for all home well known throughout the area the cost, taxpayer and no money
and
up
trousers and matching jackets
games during the football season and has probably preached more if forth-coming.
"It's a very uneven landing
High hid. Game (SC)
dition.
and white shirts and black mission control.
196
fall.
next
often
are
Faxon
at
Parks
Classroorns
Marilyn
DRAINAGE AND DUMPING
The astronauts spent almost area here. And it's pockfunerals than almost any
shoes They'd wear bow ties
190
by a tremendous
ON INDUSTRIAL ROAD
minister in the city and county. too cold or too warm. This is not Katherine Lax
similar to the ones the Navy five hours between the landing marked
187
craters."
of
amount
the
getting
The Grand Jury investigated
moonwalk
The county minister and his because of inadequate heating Jean Chancey
and
Waves wear."
flag,
the
planting
After
certain debris and garbage
wife, the former Reba Rose facilites so much as the condition
Antares shipshape, eating lunch
High Ind. Game (HC)
were married on November 25, of the buildings. The basement P.
dumping that has been occurring
and -donning their bulky white Shepard and Mitchell gingerly
240
1922, and they now reside on E. dressing rooms flood and pipes Belinda McColl
on Industrial Road. We also found
moon suits. They were 55 unloaded the plutonium 238
239
Estelle Ezell
Murray Route Two. They have freeze for the same reason.
that there is a drainage problem (Continued From Page One
minutes late getting out of the nuclear fuel which will power
237
A recent letter quoted $1800.00 Candy Jenkins
two daughters, Mrs. Grayson
on Industiral Road.
lender because of trouble with the automated observatory for
Property owners in this area
1 McClure of Panorama as the cost of the special election.
their backpack communica- years. They carefully handled
Jonquils are up about two inches Alene
the graphite-encased cask on
High Ind. Series 1SC
Mrs. William (Gels') I called Mr. Marvin Harris,
were called before the Gran Jury
and
Shores
tions.
getting all geared up for March.
528
and this matter was discussed
Edwards of Kirksey. One sort, H. County Court Clerk, and he said Marilyn Parks
"I think they put champagne the end of the rod because of
507 Federal State Market News instead of iodine in the Ltd radiation heating.
"All this
thoroughly. Seeeral of the
W. (Stub) Wilson died in an he could not quote the Cost yet. Nancy Rogers
501 Service
water this beautiful white paint is sure
crash on April 6, 1963. The writer also said probably 75 Mildred Hodge
property owners agreed to rectify
module)
airplane
(lunar
3
Hard to realize that winter is well
February
Wednesday
the situation presently existing.
They have seven grandchildren percent of the property owners
time," Mitchell said as the going to get filthy out here,"
on the way. February is only four
Ky.
Mayfield,
(HC)
bear
the
will
and
old
are
people
Series
Ind.
High
struggled into their said Mitchell.
and two great grandchildren.
Members of the Grand Jury
astronauts
short weeks long, then comes
639 Farmers Livestock Market: bulky garb.
They removed a rickshaw-like
public is invited to attend cost. Where does he get this in- Nancy Rogers
The
were John Ed Scott, foreman,
March with April right on its
606 Livestock weighed on arrival.
Shepard's descent to the cart they will haul up to the
Marilyn Parks
the services on Sunday to hear formation?
Thomas Hogancarnp, Hardiman
heels.
605 Cattle this week 288
Through activities of the Jean Kalberer
gray, dusty surface was tele- rim of Cone Crater during their
Rev. Willson speak,according to a
Miller, Rubin James, Dave
Calves this week 60
Club,
and
as
Mother's
a 4-H
cast by a camera mounted on second moonwalk Saturday.
Willis, Art Lee, Hershel Shelton,
spokesman for the church.
Compared to last week: the lander. He then put a cover
Cone Crater is the key to the
community leader for 3 years, I
High Averages
Clover Cotham, Rosemary
We are sorry to see the ROTC at
167 Slaughter cows 1.00 higher, over its lens to avoid the sun waole expedition. Scientists
have been in touch with a large Mildred Hodge
Spiceland, Bobby Nix Crawford,
vealers
and
Murray State placed on a purely
162 slaughter calves
percentage of the parents of Marilyn Parks
damage that ruined Apollo 12's believe rocks on its rim may
Mrs. Harry Sparks, and J. B.
voluntary basis, although we can
154 fully 2.00 higher, feeder steers telecasts 15 months ago ano provide clues to the "birth
Faxon. Most parents in the Wanda Nance
Watson.
certainly appreciate the thinking
152 and heifers 2.00 higher.
community are property owners. Judy Parker
moved it to a tripod 50 feet pangs" of the moon more than
Circuit Court Clerk Blalock
behind it. In this day when people
149 Slaughter Cows: Utility 20.50- way.
quite
a
.are
few
There
who
4.5 million years ago.
are
Chancey
said the court will reconvene on
Jean
feel they must be completely
147 23.25 with a couple high yielding Shepard aimed the camera at
not, and most of these are Betty Dixon
Dr. Paul W. Gast, chief of
Tuesday, February 9, when hte
without restriction, and self Funeral services for Ewell C. probably financially unable to;
146 individuals up to 24.00, cutter
lunar science at the Manned
Rowland
case of Charlton vs. Thompson,
Joye
dicipline is at its lowest ebb in ',Insley of 404 North 5th Street and that. b' the may. was_the
5-20.50. Canner 11.011-1105
_145.
--FeEriilf Center, said the
regarding an automobile achistory. weJelI.iLWM.gond to were held tadaysteterepan.
a few lightweight canners
with
144
reason
for
Latimer
property
taxes.
How
landing area appeared "very
Lavaughn
cident, will be beard. Members of
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman many of us today would be
as it was.
144 down to 15.00.
soft." He said the rocks were
Roller
the petit jury are to report on this have ROTC
(Continued From Page One
Funeral Home with Elder Arlie educated If it depended upon our Joyce Parks
142 Slaughter Calves and Vealers:
few and unevenly distributed,
date.
Isabel
180-240
Larimer officiating.
prime
and
choice
High
Generals' Committee on the and diet some were of "truck
parents alone? Probably not ALL
court docket includes the This Is the age of "do your thing" Pallbearers were Lennis Hale, elderly people in our county
lbs. vealers 47.00-50.00, choice Office of Varney General. The size" around the rim of Cone
following cases.
which carries with it a corn- Everett Oliver, Guy Steely, owned property when their
180-240 lbs. 43.50-47.00, mixed ultimate objective of this com- Crater.
Roberts, Leonard children were in school.
Good and Choice 38.50-43.50, mittee is to develop and publish
Ire this setting the astronauts
February 10, Laird Brick vs. motation of to heck with Terrell
choice 240-350 lbs. calves 40.00- an 800 to 1,000-page reference hunted for "football-sized" rock
Our forefathers, believing
)wen, building supply case; everybody else, to heck with Walker, and Robert Futrell.
in the Bazzell every individual had
45.50, mixed good and choice manual for state attorney somewhere close around Anworth and
February 11, Smith vs Harmon, restriction, to heck with self Burial was
heck
with Cemetery with the arrangements should have an opportunity
)UPI)-The 35.50-40.00.' YORK
generals and their staffs to tares for geologists, who need
iutomobile accident, February dicipline, to
to be NEW
Funeral educated, felt that
in Feeder Sfeirs: High choice and follow.
than
those
stones
bigger
12, Latimer vs. Youngblood, established practices, to heck by the Blalock-Coleman
property stock market opened mixed
prime 300-500 lbs. 39.00-42.00, The endeavor is being financed brought back by Apollos 11 and
owners could afford, collectively, heavy trading today.
automobile accident. Com- with the sensibilities of other Home.
opening, choice 300-500 lbs. 36.00-39.00, by a grant from the National
age 66. died Wed- to support public schools.
12.
Today • Shortly after the
monwealth of Kentucky vs. people, to heck with the rights Tinsley,
declines, mixed good and choice 300-500 Institute of taw Enforcement
at the this is not so true. Many
The trouble with the balky
Miller, removing mortagage and privileges of your neighbor. nesday at 8:45 a.m.
people advances were leading
crossing
30.00Calloway County who could afford property
lbs.
500-700
issues
Murraylbs. 33.00-36.00,
and Criminal Justice.
computer switch was the last In
choose 143 to 110 on 364
property from state of Kentucky;
the
Hospital. He was a member of
33.00, good 300-503 lbs. :30.00-33.00, When finished, the manual will a series of problems which
not to own any.
February 16, Carter vs F,dtahBvleieurttape.a g e
c
We realizescif course that we are Lone Oak Primitive Baptist
So maybe we should all work to
contain guidance and litigation plagued Apollo 14's 238,000 mile
the Dow Jones industrial 500-700 lbs. 27.00-30.00.
wards; February 17, Comarch and before his retirement change that situation, or at least
os 30 selected blue Feeder Heifers: Choice 300-500 references in many rapidly voyage to the moon.
monwealth of Kentucky vs. conservative in our thinking, but
at
was
873.84.
employed
1969
and
lbs. 31.00-34.00, mixed good
exempt the elderly But right ipswas off 0.95 at
developing new areas of the law, The mission began with a 4d.
'Thomas Roberts. statutory rape somewhere along the line a young in August
KRS 435.100; February 18 person has got to realize that the the Student Union Building of now, please vote "YES" to . In the steel group, Bethlehem choice 300-500 lbs. 28.50-31.00, 504)- such as environmental control minute launching delay at Cape
State University.
improve educational facilities in darned 'a to 22, while U.S. Steel 700 lbs. 26.00-29.00.
and pollution, organized and Kennedy because of storm
Adams vs. Crouch, automobile world was not made for him alone Murray
are his wife, Mrs. our county.
syndicated crime, consumer clouds. Three hours after
held unchanged at 3214.
accident; February 22, Com- and we feel that the ROTC Survivors
extwo daughters,
protection, anti-trust violations in blastoff, the docking mechaRespectfully* General Motors, trading
monwealth of Kentucky vs. program -made" a lot of young Ruby Tinsley;
into men because of the Mrs. Hafford Cook of Sedalia and
Mrs.Pat Crawford dividend, was unchanged at
Kentucky and many others, he nism which knits the command
Robby Chester, Dennis Chester, men
respect of Mrs. Brent Evans of Murray; two Copy sent to Mr. Robert Ross 110-31( in the automotive group.
said.
capsule and moon lender failed
Gary Brame, and Gary Bogard, demand on him for
sons, Isaac Tinsley of Eddyville board member.
something
Chrysler was steady at 26%, Federal state market news More than 3,500 prosecutors, to work until the astronauts'
three indictments by September
1,4
dipped
and Don Tinsley of Mayfield; two
county and city attorneys and sixth try.
bin American Motors
service February 5. W71.
Grand Jury, forcible rape KRS
stepdaughters, Mrs. Charles
Kentucky purchase area hog other law enforcement 'officials One of two batteries in the
435.090, immoral and indecent
k Zamrnat of Detroit, Mich., and
Now comes a letter from
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tog'
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LONDON (UPI) -About a make newspapers," Mark says. Bardwell; six grandchildren;
the day.
Motchell off the moon.
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